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Pabttrab Etitning
VOL.' XXI.' NO. 135

ORCHARD TELLS
THE WHOLE STORY

It.

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. JUNE 6 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

RACES ON FRIDAY
AT FAIR GROUNDS

10 CENTS PER WEEK

WHERE HIS .FANCY TURNS

PRESIDENT LIST
WILL QUIT BOARD

;VS
I

People Shudder at His Recital
of Revolting Crimes

Automobiles Will Ran Over
Three Mile Course

Business Demands His Entire
Attention—Has Made Sacrifice for Duty

mioqr

woest
ro*yr
As

01.0 55 I
MiSmT El&
Shows No Hesitancy in Uncovering
Alleged Conspiracies in Which
He Is Implicated.

RE8UMFA1

THE

STAND

Officiate Selected for Big Event to
Be Given By Matinee club
Tomorrow.

TODAY.

Orchard on the stand in the
trial against Haywood yesterday
swore that he had brutally murdered 18 persons, that he was
paid for each crime by members of the so-called "inner
circle."

TRACK

IN

FINE

RESIGNS AFTER

CONDITION.

TERM

CLOSES

Ile Would Have Given Up
is Seat
in School Board Long Ago,
But Wits Needed.

CLOUDY

The auto race will be three miles
front at standing start, so that the
mathines will pass the grand stand
Increasing cloudiness tonight with six times.
TRUSTEE
BRAME
RESIGNED
warmer east portion. Friday probably showers. Highest temperature yes.
MI is in readiness for the second
terday, 79; lowest today, 55.
races of the 'Matinee club to be held
Dr. A. List, president of the school
tomorrow afternoon
at the fair
board, this morning announced his
His Trail of Death:
grounds. An exceptionally good proEND OF ROMANCE.
intention of resigning ais soon as
Lighted fuse that blew up Sugram has been arranged, and two
Los Angeles, June 8.—W. C.
commencement is over. Re
has
perintendent
McCormick
and
feature races, one a pacing event and
Harrington, early this morning
been considering the step for +Some
Foreman Beck.
the other an automobile dash, will
fired three
bullets into
time, and delayed the announcement
his
Fired load of buckshot into
doubtless draw many more spectawife's head and then fatally
only because he did not desire to
Detective Gregory, killing him
tors. The club promises no delays,
wounded himself. Both will die.
have it appear that he was attemptinstantly.
and will give the best of satisfaction.
The
couple
eloped
from
ing to shirk his duty.
YoungsDischarged mine under IndeThis morning the judges, starters
town, Ohio, and came here two
"I will tender my resignation as
pendence depot that killed 14
and other officials were selected as
years ago.
a school trustee as soon as commen.
tti&
&
1:
4
follows: Starters—Wynn Tully and
mencement is over," Dr. List stated
Other confessions including
Tom Settle. Judges—Attorneys C.
STRIKE
ovyn.
this morning "The reason I do not
the
murder of ex-Governor
K. Wheeler and Hal S. Corbett, Hon.
Paris, June 8.—The strike of
desire to serve any longer is simply
Stennenberg are yet to be
James Lang and Mr. F. W. Katterseamen, which has tied up shipthis: 3ify business will not permit me
made.
-Amelia' in Washington Post.
John. Thomas Sanders will be track
ping for nearly a week, is practo neglect it longer. I have duties
marshal,
tically
over.
Work
was
resumed
in the drug stow here; which call
Boise, June 8.—When the Hay"You may state that no delays
by strikers at Marseilles today.
for all my time, and I find it imposwood murder trial was resumed towill be tolerated this meet," declared
At Havre strikers have voted
sible to attend to the duties in the
day Harry Orchard, the state's witMr. George Goodman this morning.
to resume provisionally.
store and in the school board and do
ness was 'brought in, surrounded by
"We have arranged to have a heat
Justice to either without neglecting
a heavy guard of armed men. At
every ten minutes, and will not sufANTHRACITE TRUST.
one
I do not resign because I deonce he was escorted to the witness
fer prolonging these Intermissions
Washington, June 8.— The
sire to shirk my duty, and waited
stand and resumed the story. The
unless through some unavoidable acbill in equity, which the departuntil after commencement because I
witness declared he knew J. Wolf,
cident."
ment of Justice has under prepwanted the public to see that I was
who was collector for Pettibone, one
Deal's band has been secured for Illinois
aration for stmushing the anthrawilling to remain until all the hard
Central Policeman Henry Magee, Bondholder, To Recover Damage
of the defendants, and later sent him
s Against work was over."
the races.
cite coal carrying trust, will be
a registered letter from Denver, conWho:Shot Fred Collins When Asks Court to Wind Up Af- Lee Line For
flied soon. Complaint will be
Notes of the Meet.
Dr. List was elected to the school
taining money, Orchard said he got
Alleged
Ma- board
The running race between C. H.
directed against the following
two years ago, and has served
his information about
Both
Bradley,
Were
Mistake
n,
fairs
Is
Reof
Concern
Now Passed rooning of an Aged Woman with credit and integrity. In JanuHarris' "I'tah,'' and Mr. Dickerson's
roads: Philadelphia & Heading,
whose house he blew up, in San
runner, has been declared off because
Delaware, Lackawanna & Westary he was elected president and has
leased From Custody
Francisco from a servant girl.
Out of Active Existence
on Island
the horses are not in proper condiern, central railroad of New
been successful in the administraOrchard said he left San Frantion, and it is Impossible to get
Jersey, New York, Susquehanna
tion of the duties of this office. He
cisco after the Bradley explosion
them so by tomorrow. This race is
& Western, Erie & Lehigh Valis a man well acquainted with school
of Denver. Orchard swore he saw
promised without fail for the next COLLINS HAD LIFTED CLUB. HISTORY
ley.
work, and has been a fair said comOF
(11RPOILATION. PRINCIPAL HAS SINCE
Haywood on his arrival, and the latDIED.
meet.
petent judge In all questiona.
ter complimented him on the BradMr. Dow Wilcox yesterday purMRS. GOGAR
As to Dr. List's-successor, it is
ley affairs.
chased a fine trotter for buggy servLafayette,
Ind.,
June
ft—Mrs.
"up to the board." A successor is
Vetille in Denver he said HayB.
E.
Holt,
special Policeman at
Suit was flied this; afternoov in
ice from Mr. Wynn Tully.
Helen Gogar, a noted lecturer
Attorney Tom Moore, an associate elected by the board the successor to
wood and Pettibone wanted him to
and writer, dropped dead at her
Mr. Ben Frank will enter a horse the Illinois Central freight depot at circuit court by Attorneys Cri*e & of Attorneys Cries
and
help assassinate Supreme Judge GabRoss, this sit until the next regular election.
Sixth and Campbell streets, was dis- Ross for Henry Magee against
home here this morning from
In the trotting race tomorrow.
the city, at La Center, is in the city to- There are many persona mentioned
bare He and Steve Adams hung
heart trouble. Mrs.. Gogar took
Every morning the fair grounds missed this morning in police court, Rex Manufacturing company, asking day conferring with the
Paducah at- as a possible successor to the presiaround the judge's house with shotwhere he was presented on the for the appointment of a receiver torneys
the stump for Bryan in the campresent
an
interesting
picture.
relative to the advisability dent's chair.
guns but did not see him. Orchard
charge
of
maliciously shooting Fred for the company. Magee alleges that of bringing
paign of ieoe.
Horses are daily trained and some
It is probable that Joseph E. Potan amendment to a petisaid they then attempted to kill Govgood trial races run. Several dozen Collins, with intent to kill. Holt the company was organized in Padu- tion filed by Mrs. Catherine
ter or W. M Karnes will be elected
ernor Peabody by placing a bomb
ElizaNil55ION DESTROYED.
horse flesh lovers are out daily to was returning from his home on cah, and incorporated
under
the beth Wakefield against the bee line president.
under the sidewalk. The
bomb
North Twelfth street after attending laws of Illinois; that on September of
London, June 0.—A dispatch
see the steppers work out.
•
steamboats for $2,000 for perfailed to explode.
Trainee Brame Resigns.
his
sick
wife,
and met Collins on a 21. 19-03, he subscribed
front Shanghai, China, rye a
to $500 sonal injuries. The death of Mrs.
H. C. Brame, trustee of the school
He said he reported the failure to
lot at Twelfth and Trimble streets. shares of stock which were delivered Wakefield
mission station In the liaison
a few days ago, revives an board from the Sixth ward, will hand
CAT WEATHER PROPHET
Pettibone, who said it was too bed.
Holt called to him to halt. Collins to him on the same day, cash pay- interesting story
provinve of China, Almon( on the
which will undergo In his resignation tonight at the adKEEPS OWNER INFORMED
He said at Haywood's instance he
bad just picked up a stick, and ad- ment, in first mortgage bonds bear- a thorough
border of Thibet, was destroyed
investigation
Mr. Harry Allen, the well known
in
the journed meeting of the board to sign
attempted
to
assassinate _Frank
vancing on Holt raised it threaten- ing 7 per cent; that late the com- courts.
by a mob.
saloon man, has a world beater in the
contracts. Trustee Brame had the
Harne, president of the Colorado
ingly. Holt pulled his pistol and pany executed and floated $38,000
Mrs. Wakefield lived near Bandana successful bid on finishing
way of a weather prophet, It is a big
In
Fuel company, but failed to see him.
the Mcfired, the ball going through Collins' mortgage bonds when the plant was and was traveling on
DAWSON
MARKET.
yellow cat, and Mr.. Allen does not
the Georgia Kinley building upstairs, at $996.
The witness said he also attempted
body on the left side just under the worth but $15,0410 and Is now worth Lee en route home,
Washington, June 8.— Fresh
have to consult a
and it is said As the charter forbids a trustee havbarometer for
to kill Supreme Judge Goddard, of
eggs.820 a dozen; milk 35 cent%
marooned
on an island
weather changes. but simply watches heart. Ths whole affair was due to less; that the company is inslovent was
in ing a contract with the board, he
Colorado, but could not get a shot
a quart; butter 50 Cents A
and not a growing concern, having the Ohio, the boat officers believing
his pet. The cat will become nervous mistakes in identity.
must resign in (elder to get the conat him.
discontinued active operation
pound. Flour $0 a hundred
and disturbed when an approaching
and they were putting her off at Ogden's tract. No successor to Trustee Brame
pounds. These are prices Consul
leased
Landing.
its
plant
She had just come out of a probably will be chosen tonight
to the Columbia
La ()enter Has Park.
change is near, and Mr. Alien will
on
Yesterday Afternoon.
hospital in Louisville.
Lee of Dawson reports to the
back the cat's predictions with any
La Center is expanding in enter- Manufacturing company.
account of the limited time the board
Bois., Idaho, June G. -Alfred
government are paid for these
Her son, Thomas Wakefield, of
The Rex Manufacturing company
amount of money, so firmly does he prise, and boasts of a sure enough
will have before the commencement
Horsley, alias Garry Orchard, actual
staple!' in Alaska. He predicts
believe in him.
summer park with -theater and danc- was organized by C. E. Everett, now near Bandana, administrator, will exercises at the
Kentucky.
The
assassin of Frank
Stuenenberg,
prices will remain high until a
be
manager
plaintiff
in
of
the
the Terre Haute Star.
new suit, and board will meet at 7 o'clock
ing pavilion Last night the park was
sharp.
'sent on the stand as a witness
trunk line railroad from the
today
the attorneys will decide on
thrown open to the public and a big The plant was installed in the old
Plans for Proposed New Jail.
against William D. Haywood and
amending the petition asking for
Open sea to the interior in built.
G. Thom, representing a jail build- dance given. It is small bnt neat and Slements mill property purchased by
made a public confession of a long
more damages, alleging that the de- A BIG MEETING IN TENT
ing firm, has returned home to Cov- well appointed. The thater has a seat- the Rex company, which is still its
ON SOUTH FIFTH STREET
chain of brutal and revolting eltnes,
ceased
came to her death by reason
property
and
which
is now leased to
RED HOT WIRE.
ington, to prepare figures and plans ing capacity of several hundred, and
done, he said at the inspiration and
of
the
exposure
the
Columbia company for a period
on the island.
Cleveland. June 0.—The body
for a new county jail to be submit- vaudeville attractions will be secured
for pay of the leaders of the Western
The meeting - at the tent on South
of five years. The ill'ex company is
Of a man was found in the Ohio
ted to County Judge R. T. Lightfoot for two or three shows a week.
Federation of Miners.
Fifth street, under the auspices of
METROPOLIS POTTEY
capitalized
canal near here today tightly
at
$100,004.
and later to the fiscal court. The
Orchard confessed that as a memRESUMES OPERATIONS the Third Street Methodist church,
wrapped in wire. The wire apreport will show what the proposed
Teachers Grade Cards.
ber of the mob ihat wrecked Bunker
Is growing in interest with each serparently watt red hot when playjail
under
the
court
house
will
cost,
Teachers are today grading exHill and Sullivan mine In the Couer
After being shut down several vice. A most Impressive service for
ed around the body. The red hot
and
will
be accompanied by rough amination papers in order to make
D'Alenes district, that he lighted one
wire had been forted Into the
months, on account of the bankruptcy young people was held this morning
plans showing that such a jail is pea out promotion cards which will be
of the fuses that carried fire to a
at 10 o'clock. It was in charge of the
throat and abdomen.
of R. K. Lowry, former owner, the Rev.
sible.
given to pupils tomorrow morning.
giant explosive; contessed that he set
J. B. Harris and over One hunMetropolis
potter), resumed opera- dred young
a death trap in the Vindicator mine
people
were present
GRAIN MARKET.
tions this week under the manage- Three services will be held each
at Cripple Creek that blew out the
Cincinnati, June 8.—Wheat,
lives of Superintendent McCormick
ment of L. B. Stalcup. The pottery morning. The Rev. L. L. Pickett con90; corn, 57%; oats, 50.
ducted the afternoon service at 2:30
and Foreman Beck; confessed that
was,started 35 years ago by Nathan
o'clock.
The Rev J. 3. Sml:ey, of
because he had not been paid for his
Named
by
Woodme
n of the nick.
MAD DOG.
Mississippi, will preach tonight
at
first attempt at violence in the Vin-7:45 o'clock. A fine meeting
World to Have Charge of
Graduating exercises tonight at Among the Masses"--Colonel G. W.
was
dicator mine he had been
treach- Keeps Neighborhoods
RICH HAVE RIGHT TO BE IDLE held at the noon
Stirred Up Un- the Kentucky theater conclude
hour at the Illinois
the Bain.
til Shot.
Arrangements I.'or Big Cel:
Central shops and was attended by
school year. Tomorrow
promotion
Song—"Merry Jnne."
(Continued on Page Three.)
Detective Will Baker killed a mad cards
Wellesley
Students
Decide
So
After 300 men. All three of the visiting
will be issued to the children
Valedictory- "The Master Mind"
ebration in1Th1s City
dog in the yard of E. K. Bonds at in the
Debate on the Question,
evangelists made ta:ks and conducted
grades.
—Miss Annabel Acker.
Twenty-fifth and
TWO NEW HORSIKS ARRIVE
Jefferson streets
the service.
The Kentucky Is being handsomely
Presentation of diplomas—A. List,
FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT. this morning. The dog
exhibited decorated. Colonel G. W. Bain will president
Weliesley, Mass., June 6.— Stetschool
the
of
board.
symptoms of rabies yesterday after- deliver the addrese.
dents of.Welliteey decided, after a
Benediction— The Rev. J.
Evening Post Boy's Prize.
TO ADVERTISE. debate,
R. WILL BEGIN
that the wealthy classes have
Two new horses were received yes- noon and was shot twice, but ran
The program is:
Henry,
Freddie Foster, the "Saturday Eva
away.
This
morning
right
he returned
to be idle.
terday for use in the fire department.
Music—Deal's Orchestra.
•
The class of '07 are:
ening Post Boy", is $131 richer rtoand training will be started at once. and had the family hemmed in the
Invocation—The Rev. S. B. Moore.
day through the receipt of a prize for
Annabel Acker, Henry Overby AllMusket Recital
Song—"Blow Soft Winds"—Class cote Essie Belle Blackmail, Clark AlOne la to be stationed at No. 1 sta- house - for POMO time eefore the offiCommittees to handle the &Wig
his hustling. He sells Saturday Evencer
Kevil,
arrived
and
put
end
an
Ky.,
to
his
June
6.—(Spec
tion and the other at No. 3 station.
ial)— ing Posts, and for selling more paof '07.
len Bandurant, Frances Cole Clark, of the Fourth of July celebration at
The
earthly
career.
pupils
of Miss Ruby Glah's mu- pers than any
Salutatory—"Facing the Future" Jessie Cloys. Robert G. Fisher,
Chief Wood hail not received the paother ,neweboy in any
Rob- Wallace park for the Woodmen of the sic
school
A second mad dog scare was re- —J. Bell Nichols.
gave an
Isere and does not know how much
interesting town of from 15.000 to 25,000 popert Morkbee Halley, Ethel Mae HawAddress— "Traits of
the stock cost. They are bay horses ported near 731 Goebel avenue this
Character kins, Ford Bren Janes, Vera Swaim World of west Kentucky and Padu- recital at the residence of II. S. Hol- ulation, received an extycash prize
cah, were appointed last night by the land Monday night, marking the
and as fine looking ativany in the de- morning. (A dog frothing at the
Johnston, India Gary Lang, Jesse Bell
of $131.
general committee,, composed of Dr. close of the school term.
mouth and showing symptoms of
partment.
THE SUN'S NEW STORY.
Nichols, David Yeiser, Jr.
Steinfeld,
M.
Dr.
rabies chased
H. F. Williamson,
children
Into
the
George Lehnhard and J. R. Roark, as
house, but did not bite any one as
-y--n
-a
nd,- Guy Holliday, H. L. Gro2 GOVERNORS TO BE WITNERSEs
follows:
gan.
far AS is known. The dog diem)
••••••
peered from that locality,
Speaking
Reception committee--A. Rottencommittee— Wheeler
Yates and Deneen Moat Appear
that. chairman; J. B. Elwell, vice- Campbell, chairman; J. C. Utterback,
Against Landis in Libel Case.
MORE
chairman; M. Danaher, P B Finley, Sam Hughes
Springfield, Ill.
lune 6 --Sub"" VISTTIP
Excursion
DT'IlY NIG
committee-- J. B.
RE
HT RID
poenas were served today ou Gover- J. G. High, J. Wes Orr, Jake Stroud,
Young Taylor, B. Ullman, F. W. Flaach, chairman; George .Lehnhard.
nor Deneen and former Governor
Hopkineville, Ky.. June 6.—Two
White, E. O. Yoder. Henry Batley.
Yates to appear in the circuit court
dr
eeinrtfia
plant bads on the farms of Mrs Jesrlidng
. committee—M. SteinLondon, June 6.--That a violent
Dancing committee—George Bon- M.Aat
of McLean county as witnesses
Harrisburg, Pa., June
g.—The sie Woosley, a widow, in the (}racy
feld, chairman; H. F. Williamson, earthquake has occurred somewhere
durant,
By LOUIS TRACY.
chairman;
R. E. Kerr, Henry
against
Landis,
Joseph
who
is
chargRepublican state convention
today vicinity, were scraped last night, and
George Lehnhard, J. F. Roark.
In the Pacific region or perhaps on
Ales,. of "Wisps of Ow Morsirtg."
ed with criminal libel
handle is Sc- Ciallman, George Hannin, George
nominated
Representative Sheets in One the earth was plied in a
When all thee, committees can re- the South American coast Is the opin-Tao Pillar of Wirt" las.
Gellman,
heap
Henry
Lehnhard.
sending
owled
of
to
Governor
Deneen
for state treagureir. This Is the be- to represent a grave 'The night ridport definitely, the program. publish- ion of scientists here
F.very indicaMoving picture committee: Frank
and his predecessor copies of alleged
ginning of a wail prepared battle era rode horses and mules, judging
ed in outline by The Sun last week, tion, it is said, in that the earthquake
Copyright, iel14. by Edward J. Clod*.
libelous articles -reflecting upon the Rot*, chairman; Matt Lynch, J. W. will
valuta the re-election of Penrose to from the tracks left.
be prepared and printed and dis- was violent, and newts of this exact
Tkdeetives
reputation of Senator Stublesollallb, Milldr, George Rungey, L. B. Whitetlie United States !senate
Secretary went to the scene with bloodhounds.
tributed among the lodges in west locality where it occurred le awaited
hurn,
Dloomingt
011ie
on,
of
Similar
Allen.
articles
,
aro
Knox was indorsed for Republican but the dogs ()mid not follow the
Kentucky. Everything Is favorable to with extreme interest. Diesuitchea
Heed the First t'hapter oa Page geld to have been generally
circuSports committee—T. L. ietc1
presidential aominatkun.
7r, one of the largest celebrations ever from Ecuador say an earthquak
.
trail of the horses and Mules.
Seven Tuday.
e
lated by Landis.
chairman; J. C. Gourteat, Edward ,held In the city.
south of there did greet damage.

ofrs'I
ox44—,

HOLT DISMISSED
WANTS RECEIVER WILL BRING SUIT
IN POLICE COURT FOR REX COMPANY IN AMENDED FORM

•

Commencement Exercises
of High School Tonight

o

KNOX INDORSED
FOR PRESIDENT

4

•

COMMITTEES FOR
FOURTH OF JULY

Me

The King 9f
Diamonds.

BIG EARTHQUAKE
BELOW EQUATOR

Gla TWO

PAD

Is your name
• in the book? •

VIEW PROPERTY

_.VENINet

AUTO RACING

PLAN OF AS/024SOR
TO AC- NOT
QUAINT MEN WITH VALUES.

COUNVERANCED ON
STREETS. OF CITY.

THE KING OF
'BLOOD PURIFIARS

THE

8Wrrve

SPECIFIC,

For more than forty years S. S. S. has worn the crow
n of
public approval and has been recognized as the
THE GREAT
King
of
Blood
Purifiers. It has demonstrated its ability
BLOM MAIMS.
to C1.:12.
in
thousands upon thousands of cases of blood and skin
diseases
until it is regarded today as the most reliable and
Comity Judge R. T. Llgtitfoot will
safes
t of all
While the records of that august ,blood medicines.
in a few days select eight men,
tribunal presided over by his honor,
whom he will in October
Pure blood means strong, vigorous bodies well nouri
appoint Judge D.
A. Cross, will clearly show
shed
county tax book supervisors, in order
that automobile racing is not an en- systems, steady nerves, and all the machinery of life work
that they make tours of the county
ing
in
and city during the summer in com- tirely new thing in Paducah, still the liarmony with nature—thus insuring perfect health. Impure or
race arranged between Mr. James P. opposite of all
pany with County Assessor Wes
th.is ,• any impurity, humor or poison in this vitaldiseased blood means the
fluid acts injuriously' on
Troutman and become acquainted Smith's "Reo" car and Mr. Sam Fore- the system and affects the
general health. Pustular eruptions,
with both city and county real es- man's "Ford" will be the first public
pimple's, rashes and the
'various skin affections show that the blood is in a fever
tate. Assessor Troutman thinks this event of this character ever held in
ish and diseased condition, as the
the
city.
The
resul
race
t of too much acid or the presencg of soule irrit
is attracting much
will be an excellent plan to secure a
ating humor. Chronic
more equitable assessment of prop- attention, not alone among owners of 'Ulcers are the result of morbid, unhea
lthy matter in the blood, while Rheumati Sores and
autos, but from the general public,
erty, as each supervisor will know
sm, Catqrrh,
Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all deepseated blood disorders thai continue to
more about the property and be in on account of its unusualness In this
grow
section
worse
and
as
in
long
its
many
excitin
as
the
posg
poiso
ns which produce them remain in the blood
a better position to judge the value.
.
sibilities.
All blood troubles are not acquired.
These three attributes of a good bicycle can be 'found
Mr.
Smith'
s ear will be driven by Thro
in the
M) CIGARETS FOR BOY OR MAN.
ugh the blood disease germs are trant.
THOROUGHLY TESTED IN HER
Mr. Dan Fitzpatrick, one of the best
FAMILY.
--Reading, Raeyele and haelede Bicycles. TERMS
and most popular chauffeurs in the mitted from one generation to another.
ParS. S. S. has been used extens
EASY.
Miss Lucy Page Gaston Speaks of
ively
in
our family,
city,- while Mr. Sam Foreman, who ents hand down a tainted
given to both young and old, and
circulation to their results
always with the best
Prohibitory Law.
has done more than any one man in children,
. It thoroughly cleansei the
blood
and
of
we
all inipursee
its
effects manifested in ides, at the same time it builds up
Sold and guaranteed by
West Kentucky to further interest in
the' general health,
Chicago, June 6.—Mies Lucy Page
vario
gives
us
ways.
appeti
The
te,
skin
stre'ng
th
has a waxy, pallid it to our
end energy. We have given
automo.biling, will preside over the
Gaston, president of the Anti-Cigarchildren, as intimated, and founcUlt
appearance, the eyes are often weak, glands injuri
destiny of the "Ford."
to be nonous to the system and always
et league, was rejoicing. yesterday
Either ear has its coterie of sup- of the deck enlar
ing the blood and restoring health capable of purifyged,
over the passage of what she regardand,
as
the
taint
. I unhesitatingly
has recommend it to an
porters among the well-Informed and
in need of a blood medicine. It
ed as a law prohibiting the sale of
been in the blood since birth, the entire'health superi
is
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
the outcome of the contest will be
or to everything else as a cune
for blood diseases.
eigarets to any person, whether a
awaited with much interest. The is usually affected, and the system weakened
MRS.
New Phone 481-a
CLAR
A
DAUB
ERT.
minor or of mature age.
Old Phone 743
Schuylkill Haven, Pa.
Matinee club is to be congratulated from want of nourishing healt
,
h-giving blood.
The "joker" that Miss Gaston says over
being able to present such an
In all blood troubles S. S. S. has proven itself "Tipa
AIM was included in the anti-cigaret law, attractive feature on its excepti
King of Blood Purifiers."
onally
reads as follows;
It goes down into the circulation and removes all poisons,
fine program.
humo
rs, waste or foreign matter,
"Every person who shall manufact
"STORK" MAYOR KISSES 1,000 'Don't kiss
and makes this life-stream pure and health-sustaining.
the baby.'" '
ure,
sell
Noth
or
ing
give
away
reaches inherited blood
any
cigaret
a
"If it Is wrong for a man to kiss
troubles like S. S. S.; it removes every particle Of the taint,
containing any substance deleterious
Alton'a Executive in Defense of Oscu- his baby,"
purifi
es and strengthens the
said the mayor, "it is
weak, deteriorated blood, supplies it with the healthful prope
to health (including tobacco), shall
lation Views Gets Busy.
wrong for him to kiss his wife, and
rties
it
needs and establishes
Alton, Ill., June G.—One thous- all the doctors in the world will nev- be punished by fine not exceeding
the
found
ation
for
good
$1,f40,
or
health. As a tonic
by
impris
onment
in
the
and babies were kissed by "Stork" er get men around to believing that.
county jail for a period not to exS. S. S. has no equal, and it will be found esMayor Beal), of Alton, at a school Anyway, I'll never believe it."
NO. I STATION TEAM PLAY WITH
ceed thirty days."
pecially bracing to weak, anaemic persons.
picnic today in defiance of the dicHOMELESS FELINE,
But Miss Gaston wants more. She
tum of Dr. Franklin Dye of New
—Don't fail to read the first chapOne of the greatest points in favor of S. S. S.
says:
Jersey, who says:
ter of "The King of Diamonds," The
is
that
it is purely vegetable, made from nature's
"A
fatal
defect
which
should be
"Put up a sign in every home: Sun's new serial, on page seven.
corrected when the legislature meets
heali
ng,
cleansing, health-producing roots, herbs
"Walter" Strokes Her Fur With His
in October is the absence of any ref•
and barks. It is the one medicine that
•
•
Nose,
and
"Sog"
Carrie
Her
s
may
erence to cigaret papers. The law
taken with absolute safety by the young be
In Mouth.
should also forbid the use of tobacPURELY VEGETABLE child or the oldest member of the familest
co in any form by minors under 18
y.
years."
Rheumatism, Catarrhl Sores and Ulcers,
Capital ......
....,.... ............
Skin
$230,000.00
Disea
ses
Scrof
ula,
Conta
gious
Blood
Queer comradship is often struck
Poison, aud all other blood troubles are cured
Surplus and undivided profits
100,000.00
perma3,000 CLAIM $30,000 ESTATE.
up between dumb animals, and one nently by S.S. S., and so thorough is the clean
Stockholders liability
sing of the blood that no trace of the
230,000.00
of the most interesting can be seen is left to break out in futur
disea
se
e years, or to be transmitted to offspring. If
If Right "John Wilson" Establishes at Fire station No. 1 on
your blood is out
North of order begin the use of
Total
S. S. S., The King of Blood Purifiers, and resto
111.560,000.00
. Claim Fortune Is His.
Fourth street. It is between a stray
re this vital fluid
Total resources
si
.$983,453.23
cat, which has made the station to its normal healthy condition, and enjoy the blessing of
good
healt
h.
Book
on the blood
Brookfield, Mass., June 5.— If house its home,.and horses which and any special medical
DIRECTORS:
advice desired will be furnished free of charge to
John Wilson of this place has his way draw the hose wagon and truck.
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J.
all
who
write.
EvA.
he will be 430,000 richer, for he is a ery horse in the station house
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLA
likes
& Co.,
NTA, eaclaimant for a fortune in a bank in the homeless cat, and
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter
takes care of
County Judge Lightfoot Will Appoint
But Matinee flub Will Present One
Isupersisors in Few Days To
as Big Feature of Its Meet at
Assess Realty.
'Fair Grounds.
•

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.

Elegance Economy

Ease

S. E. MITCHELL

HORSES LIKE CAT

American-German National Bank

Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods
;
Museoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.

Wallace Park

CASINO
Commencing

Monday,June 3,1907
overture—'‘Tancredi"...

____......Rossini

MOVING PICTURES
Kret ore
.Nlasical

The Heim Children
Singers, Dancers and Comedians.
INTERMISSION.
Selection—"The Gingerbread Man."

Axtell 0 Heine
The India-Rubber Man and His Bureau Dog

Miss Glenwood
Second Sight and Mind Reading.

Mr. and Mrs. John Powers
"THE PLAYERS," in a comedy skit.
Jack
T. Powers
Jessie Playwell___---Mrs John T. Powers

MOVING PICTURES
Big free act before the show

Edwards
Slack

1

Glenwood

Wire and Revolving Ladder.
••••••••••,•••••••••/•./......
.,••••••••••
•
././•••••••••ft

Tecumseh, Neb. Unfortunately for It. "Walter" is particularly
fond of
him there are other John Wilsons— her, and dresses
her NI- down with
in fact, 3,000 of them— and their his nose with great
pleasure. Oftea
relatives, descendants, and friends the c-at jumps
on "Walter's" back,
are trying to convince the bank that and the horse
%Penis to enjoy it.
the money belongs to them.
"Sog" is another admirer of the
, High School vs. Specials.
Thirty years ago John Wilson ran eat. "Sog"
will take her up by the
Friday afternoon at Wallace park
away from his home near Tecumseh. neck,
deposit her In the fodder box
the elaaducah "Specials" wIll play,
At first the father was angry. Then and
play with her.
the Paducah High school team. The
he relented. But nothing was heard
High school team won the first game
of the runaway boy.
Six years ago the elder Wilson died SPORTINOSOIMMOSSIOSSIOSSISORRE last week by a score of 8 to 3. The
line-up of. the Specials follows: Arnleaving $30,000 to the missing boy,
GRAVES COUNTY.
old, p.; Luttrell. c.; Settle, lb.;
provided he claimed it within seven
Howell, 2b.; Williams, ss.; Harbour,
years. If the right John Wilson doea
.X0X*
not show up in a few months the 42104420
- WAliffietite4ki)*Isxadte3E511) 3b.; Luttrell, rf.; McChesney, cf.;
$30,000 goes to charity.
'Ruoff, If.
Mayfield, Ky.. June6—Tobacco in
Graves couqty has reached the high,"Palasts" Here Sunday.
The Killarney of America.
est mark for years and the indicaNestling in a frame of beautifully tions are
Sipewaterville wants revenge, and
that the top has not been
ooded shores lies a series of beauti- reached.
One hundred and twenty- a telegram this morningato Manager
ful lakes 145 miles north of the City
eight hogsheads were sold by Sales- John Milan, of the Paducah Indeof Toronto, Ontario, and known
as man Humphries the first part of the pendent baseball team, from the
the "Lake of Bays Region." A chain
week and sold as follows: Twelve Cairo "Pabsts'aasks for a date Sunof seven lakes studded with lovely
hhds. $6.25; 6 hhd, $6.50; 5 hhds. day, which was promptly given. The
islands, with hotels throughout the
$6.75; —hhds. $7.; 1 hhd. $7.5: 5 team will arrive on the morning
district and a good steamboat service
hhds. $8; 5 hhds. $8.60; 22 hhds. train and leave at 6:15, and a strong
to all points attracts the tourist, an$9; 35 hhds. $9.54); 20 Mids. $10; line-up will be shown by the visitors,
gler and sportsman. Just the out-of3 Mids. $11; 1 hhd. $11.60; 1 hhd. they assure. Arnold will pitch and
the-way sort of place to visit during
$12.
G. A. Morgan took in the big- Block catch. The team having weltthe summer months. For all particugest plum and he received $12 per ed more together since defeating the
lars and free illustrated publication
hundred for one hogshead that was Cairo "Pabsts," expect to give them
apply to W. Robinson, 606 Park
a harder run this time. The game
prized by McClain Bros.
Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
will start at 3 o'clock and Gus Brahie will bold the indicator.
The Home, Lilly and the Backus
The happier a man acts In public
the better the sign that he Is swing telephones representatives met at
Harry Cooper, infielder, and Dick
Farmington, where the Home Teleing out a bluff.
phone company was represented by Brahic, pitcher, left last night for
Messrs. R. A. McCurdy and W. B. Greenville, South Carolina, to play
Stanfield. The result is that a con- in the South Carolina State league.
tract was closed by which the Backusburg and Home telephones are
National League.
For beautifying your yards and
brought into co-operation adding one
R H E
estimates on flower beds we
hundred telephones to the circuit of Chicago
8 15 2
will call and see you. Phone
the Home company. A similar deal Neat York
2 6 1
Schmaus Bros. for tne largest
Batter
is
likely to take place between the
ies—Brown and Kling; Maand most complete stock of
thewson and Bresnahan.
Home and Symeoala companies.
flowers and plantain the city,
Free delivery to any
R H E
Lon Adams living 2 miles fainit of
part of the city.
2 8 2
gton, and Miss Effie Morgan, St. Louis
SCHMAUS BROS. Farmin
Philad
elphia
8 6 2
who lives east of Coldwater, were
Batteries—Beebe and
Both Phone/4192.
Noonan;
married at Crossland. After the
ceremony they drove to the home of Corridon and Jacklitsch.
Newton Adams where a bountiful
Pittsburg and Boston (asin), no
supper was served.
game.

BASEBALL NEWS IP

FLOWERS

A NEW DRINK
Chocolate ice cream
soda. No? Surely
it is, the way we
serve it anyway. It
will make you regret that you haven't
drank it before. It's
healthy and wholesome, cool and refreshing, and cheap
lOc.

McPHERS ON'S
DrueStore.

Mr. James Daitnell, one and a half
miles southwest of Farmington, died Cincinnati
after a long inmate. He was 50 years Brooklyn
Batteries—Coakley and
of age and leave* a wife and sere
el
children. He was a member of the Bell and Ritter.
Christian church.
American 'League.
Philadelphia and Chicago
GROOM TAKES MN WIFE'S NAME
no genie.

RELIABLE
I
DENTISTRY
I
tiere to Stay

We give you the highest
class Dental work at the lowest possible price.
Plates
$5.00
Gold Crowns..— $4.00
Bridge work..
$4.00
Gold fillings
1.00 III,
Silver
.... _ .75

I

Where Pais is Unknown.

I

We take out your old teeth and insert new ones the same relay.
All work guaranteed 10 years.

Examination Free.

THE HILL DENTAL CO.
Over Cherry's Grocery, 2nd on B'Way.

Office Hours. 8 a. m.to 8 p. in. Phone 330

Sunday. 9 a. in. to 4

13 • rn•

„dr

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122424 N.Pourth St.

Phones 787

IMP`
0 7 1
1 6 1
McLean;

(rain);

Husband Has Courts Act Rather
Detroit and Boston (rain); no
Than Sacrifice Practice.
Baltimore, Md., June 6.— Dr. An- game.
nie R. Copelan, an attractive young
New York and Cleveland (rain; no
physician, was married today to
Abraham Emit. Dr. Copeian, gradu- game.
ated from the University of MaryR H E
land four years ago and heti built up
1 6 3
a ,practice In the neighborhood where Washington
10 11 1
ehe lives, which is the reason why she St. Louis
Batteries— Graliam, Durham and
dal not want to change her name.
Erott, who is a student in the dental Heydon; Glade and O'Connor.
department of th• university, decidRefreshments.
ed the hest thing would ye to have
The Woman's obib has agreed to
the name "Copolan" added to his
name which was done in a legal man- furnish refreshments at the Chautauqua and will have a stand where
ner.
lunch and kludrEal requirements will
Th• best friendehip Js that which be served in a way that only the well
known hullos of this organization
brings ont the best IS ua.
can do

I

Long Entiethlinhect

W.

F. Paxton.
President.

R. Rudy,
Cashier.

P. Puryesr
Assistant

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incorporated
Capital
Surplus
Stockholders liabilky

1.•

•

$100.000
50,000

s•

.

41

•

100,000

Total security to deposit ors
$250,000
Accounts of individuals and firma solicit
ed. We appreciate
small as well as large de poaltoros and accord
to all the mune
courteous treatment.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS

FROM 7 TO II OCLOCK.

Third.-and Broadway

•

THURSDAY, JUNE 6.

TILE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

....•••••••••••Ir

BLOW UP SHIP

PAGE !'WE.

ducah, who is attending the
ShenanValley Military
Academy
at 11,44,44,44.4.4.4.4.4.it
Winchester, Va , was one of the jun-1
'or declaimers at the twenty-seventh
annual celebration of the Sigma Rho
Delta Literary society of the academy: In
CONTRABAND GOODS AND CREW
dilb.
e
.
rdel
"
edib
DESTROYED.
i
lb
and won the gold medal over the
+
.
.
14
Miss Laura Anderson to Marry in other two contestents, Thomas W.
Circuit Court.
the Philippines.
Harrison, Jr., of Winchester, and
The following judgments eel,
Mr.. and Mrs. William T. Anderson Harold B. Hersey, of Washington entered in circuit court
in case* tried
Captain Fired Vessel Near Tunis
of Arcadia, announce the engage- City. It was pronounced the most during vacation:
To
Pretent Capture fly Local
ment of their daughter, Laura Lake, successful occasion in the history ofl Belle against George
Trail, (liAuthorities,
to Lieutenant B. L. Carroll, of the the academy and was greeted by the vorce.
American constabulary, Philippine largest audience that had ever gath-I Maggie against
Leander Siegfried,
Islands. The wedding will take ered In the auditorium. The Win- divorce,
place on June 2o at noon, at the cheeter paper says:"The declamation
James against Delia Bolin, divorce.
Tunis, June 6.— A Tuakish said!) •
home of the bride's sister, Mrs. of Cadet Campbell was particularly
City of Paducah against E. E. Evvessel, laden with contraband amnia
Thomas .E. Moss, In Tugugarao, Ta- good and won hearty applause from eritt, Charlotte
Forshee and Charles
nit:on and bound for Tx-i,90;1,
a
gayan province', Philippine Islands. the audience." The cadets were in Coleman, tax
stiles, dismissed.
blown up in the vicinity of Port Zar•
The
bishop
Tagayan
of
uniforms
province
their
new
will
and
the
Wage
has left our
:Ms. The entire crew as well as Ile
perform the ceremony, which will be was a camp-fire scene that was most
In Police Court.
to two and
fishermen alongside at the time,were
a quiet affair. A banquet will be attractive.
Richard Robinson, colored, a deck
sale for one
drowned.
given in honor of the bride and
Cadet Campbell will arrive home hand on the steamer' Dick Fowler,
The total dead will reach
price. If a
over
groom by the American constabulary about the 20th of the month to speed who used insulting language
towards
100.
opportunity.
of Tugugarao,' at the club house, the summer with his grandmother, Mr. Henry Kopf, on
the wharfboat
- The vessel had on board
a numthe evening of June 210.
Mrs. Laura Fowler, 72e Broadway. yesterday in a quarrel over the misber of rifles and 500 barrels of pow'Mies Anderson is an extremely He is a bright and talented boy, of placing of coal boxes, was
fined $10
der. Local authorities, learned
that
bright and attractive girl of more more than usual force and
depth, and costs.
she was about to take advantage
of
than
usual
mentality
talent,
and
and
and
charm
a
manner that wins
the absence of guard ships to disemis popular in a wide circle of friends him friends eilk ywh ere.
Marriage License.
bark her cargo. They thereupon
orIn Paducah, her Dative home. Her
B, F. Green to May Morris.
dered a number of armed boats bepaternal grandfather, the late EdCotillion Club To Entertain.
Craig Moffett Coburn to Moninta
s Night a Suceees.
longing to the sponge fishers to preThe Cotillion club will entertain Stuart Hopkins.
ty" was celebated last ward Anderson, was a pioneer setvent landing.
le senior class of '07 at tler and leading citizen of Paducah. with a dance on Wednesday evening,
Twenty-four of these boats went
On her mother's side she is related June 12, at the Wallace park pavilIn the bankruptcy case of William
"tool auditorium in
cut and surrounded the vessel
an
and
ever manner. The idea to the Lakes, a. prominent Miesissip- ion in honor of visitors in the city. R. Hayes the report of the trustee
the men front them were just
about
Mr.
yas approved by Referee in Bankmagazine was carried out pi family. Her grandfather
to swarm aboard when a terrific
ex• under the direction of Levin Lake, of Oxford, Miss., at one Paducah Women Should Attend Club ruptcy B. W. Bagby this morning.
plosion occurred.
Federation,
and the case was ordered closed.
e-rd Stewart of Cineianati time lived In Padueah and is well
It Is believed the captain fired his
The Woman's club denies that as Hayes' likbilitiee amount to somecher of English in the Pa- known throughout the south. Miss
vessel to 'avoid capture.
Anderson is most gracious and vivac- many of the club members as possi- thing like $5:sl(t), with no assets exschool.
e class of 14 members ious in manner, a typical sauthern ble will attend the meeting of the cept those exempted by law. The reon the stage in opening, girl and is especially fitted to enjoy state federation of club at Shelby- port of no assets was that filed by the
g the cover of the maga- to the utmost the unique charm of ville. June 12-14. It is not necessary trustee this morning.
gn in 14 owls. The front- life In the Philippines and to adjust to be a delegate to have the advant. a clever hit at the class herself to its details with the adapt- age of the cheap rates and other
De4.4124 Filed.
tied "Nothing From Noth- ability that always scores popularity. privileges, and the larger the delegaR. P. Ellis et al to Fannie J. Wood
income of 620,000,000 for "Pensy."
tion
from
here
more
the
certainty property in the county, $500.
" The "Musical Page" was She sailed in February for a visit to
Pittsbutg, Pa., June 6.— Nearly
mber by Miss India Lang. Dr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Moss at Tu- there Is of securing the next meeting
E. W. Whittemore to Hannah Met$20,000,000 was the gross income of
calf, property in the Murrell West
the Pennsylvania railroad for 1906, pea" was the class history gugaro P. I., intending to return In for Paducah.
Halley, each member com- October. Her engagement to LieuEnd addition, $1 and other consideraccording to the'teport submitted at
J. A. Prince has returned
from ations.
e. Stage as his name* was tenant Carroll is the culmination of
the annual meeting of stockholders
eart to Heart Talks" were a Philippine rontanee, which Lieu- Shiloh and resumed his position on
today. The tonnage of the lines diatured by Brent Janes in tenant Carroll puretted with a com- the police force yesterday.
rectly operated increased over
GIRL IS BURGLAR BAND LEADER
15
per cent, as corn-pared with the year
pi UP the Girl*" and "Ad- bination of Yankee perseverance and Miss Gertrude Monroe, of Benton,
•
er Boys" by Miss Frances tropical fervor that overcame all ob- went home yesterday.
Confesses in Court to Breaking into
before, and the number of passenInc orporated.
Mrs.
E.
T.
Hayden
has
arrived
aortal Diggings" and "Ex- stasles. The marriage is hastened
gers carried %%creased over 12 per
Houses and Stealing Money.
Rockcastle
, to join her husband.
embodied the presentation by the departure of Dr. end Mrs. from
cent. An iniesettant step taken
was
ance of the spade by Brent Moss from Tugugarao to
Increasing the age limit for persons
Cleveland, June G.--Grace PerManila, They will go to Dawson.
Mrs. Bettie Farrow, of Princeton, verse, the 10-year-old daughter
entering the employ of the company :the seniors' -.And Edwin where Dr. Moss, who is government
of
•L•L.1..1..1.
‘4,01 FOR RENT --- Furnibbed room..
presenting the- class of surgeon, has been transferred. .As Is visiting her sister. Mrs. William well-to-do parents of
from 35 to 45 yrs. Scarcity of laOld phone lilt.
East FiftyMarble,
Kentucky
of
wienue.
Dream Faculty" was a the distance is great and traveling
bor is the cause for raising the limfifth street, Is the leader of a gang
FOR
SA L - Good second-hand
Miss
Manie Cobb will return next of youthful burglars
living pictures, "taking off" facilities rough, it was decided to
itation, which
She confessed
is now
45
Tennessee road wagon, Apply Johnsyears
week after spending the winter in
ly the High school faculty. have the marriage solemnized
throughout the eotlre Pennsylvania
In the juvenile senile today. Her
at
ton-Denker Coal Co.
New York with her brother, Irvin
was told by Miss Ethel Tugugarao, and the Carrells
system.
father sobbed while she was queswill
- WE MAKE a specialty Of fancy
and different members of begin housekeeping at once in the Cobb.
tioned. She admitted robbing tWele
race track saddles and harness; also
Mr. John L. Jones and son, of Kut- oral houses
posed as the faculty. One home occupied by
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
Two coaches which were wrecked
Dr. and
Mrs.
in the east end, with the
repair work. Paducah nemesis and
tawa, are vtatting Mr. Ghy Jones.
on the Nashville division of the Illi- opular ‘ hits of *e evening Moss.
aid of several boy and girl companNURSE wanted 1622 Jefferson.
Saddle Co., 204% Kentucky avenue.
Mies Sarah Sanders, of Murfreesnois Central Monday, were brought "Kenettoky Colonel", a story
ions. Grace was brought to the
Lieutenant Carroll is an officer in
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- New Phone 546.,
boro. Tenn., is visiting Miss Edna
Miss Vera Johnston and
to Paducah last night, but will he
court on the charge of robbing the cles,
the American constabulary at the Eades.
326-328 South Third street.
isher. The Joke Page was
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
sent to the main coach repairing
house
James
of
Jackson,
neighbor.
a
post of Tugufarho. He is a native
Mrs. Bud Dale, and Misses Callle
by Miss Jessie Cloys. Netes
TELEPHO
NE 203 for nice bundled Frank Hagerty have formed a partshops in Chicago. One express car
With
improvised
an
jimmy, she
of New York City and his home Is Lindsey and Elizabeth
Smith will
nership to do all kinds of plastssring,
esented by C'ark Rondurant
was totally destroyed.
pried open the windows of the house kindling. Johnston-Denker Coal Co.
also there. He occupies a posielon leave today
for Mammoth Cave.
lie solo. David Yelser was
FOR FRESH FISH telephone 926 and the °Mee will be at W'elkeles
on three different occasions, stealing
of prominence In the Philippines and
lite J. E. Graham and daughter,
n the "Puzzle Page" given
office, 126 South Fourth. Estimates
A general cleaning up of
a gold watch and chain and money. new or call 1624 Broad alley.
Is a capable officer and man of fine
the
cheerfully given at any time.
south lilta ts Central yards is be- a prophecies. The various oth- attainments and character. He has Mrs. Bryant, returned yesterday from The goods have been recovered.
FOR DRY WOOD, Old
Phone
Bodgett.
ing made togey, and an extra swiech tete were well carried out and been known fee
FOR SALE--One four-burner gas
2361.
yea Jerne'. Simpson et Fet.lowe
ing
meet
was
- • •••.•••••.••••••=m1wir•••••••
Detes-•
0
--•
three
engine and crew and the wreckeer Is
sassination
of
Lyte Gregory in Dendoing the work. Every wrecked car
of the legislature making pipe lines
ver. Horsley declared he fired three
on the sidings and off the right of
common earriers, and fixing the maxshots into the man's body, droppleg
way, will be picked up and burned
imum tariffs to be ('barged for the
If
him dead on the spot.
too badly damaged to repair.
transportation of oils In these pipe
Then came the frightful tragedy
lines.
at
Independence, followed by his
Auditor S. J. Lavrehee, of the I.
flight to Wyoming and after that a METROPOLIS AGAINST
C., was In the city checking in Agent
ROOSEVELT IMAGE FOR OHIOANS
AND CENTILALIA.
BELVI
trip to San Francisco for the purpose
Roy N. Prayther, who has been on
of
killing
Bradley.
a vacation. He left this morning
(Continued from page one.)
Sends Photographs To Persons With
for Louisville on business.
Defendants Praised Bloody Work.
Whom He Talked.
Orchard swore that after his visit Efforts Are Being Made By All to
Washington, D. C., June 6.—Preserous to his associates by warning
to Denver, when he got money for
Supt. A. H. Egan. of the Loul Managers Florence and
Secure the Egyptian Hustlers'
Went Roosevelt today sent photothe Cripple
killing McCormick and Beck, when
ville division of the Illinois Centre. Creek railway there
graphs of himself to three of the five
Convention.
was a plan to
and Master Mechanic R. E. Fulmef: blow up theictrain
the Vindioator mine was destroyed he
farmer', with whom he chatted while
e; confessed thal
of the Illinois Central shops, went b he
walking with Vice President Faircruelly fired three charges of buck was constantly In communication and
Central City this morning.
banks near Akron Junction, 0., last
shot into the body of Detective Lyte In the pay of either Heywood, Meyer.
Cairo, tile June 6.-:-One of th week. The president was delighted
Gregory, of Denver, killing. him In- Pettibone, Simkins or Davis: that
one or all of them suggested his var- interesting features of the Hustlers' with the men and women he met.
Mr, Ambrose Mercer, who has bfl stantly; ooneeesed that
for days ha
ious crimes, and that at all meetings meeting here this month will be the
on the Paducah-Hopkinsville 1111 is stalked Governor
Peabody about Den
held after each crime his acounts fight for the next meeting place. SHAKES FINGER;
Central rune, today went out drethe vet, waiting for a chance to
IS ARRESTED.
kill him;
Belleville, Metropolis and Centralia
"highball" passenger runs, Wine confessed that he and Steve Adams had been warmly commended.
No. 102 to
Louisville at
The defense kept up its attack all are the strongest bidders for the Woman Calls Action "Assault and
set and discharged the mine under
o'clock .this morning.
Mr. ',Inver the depot at Independence that In- through
the afternoon, protesting honor, although other southern IlliBattery" in Her Charge,
nois cities have announced that they
got the run wheel Engineer! Joe stantly' killed I 4 men,
Worcester,
G.— On
and confessed against the admission of every maare going to extend an invitation.
Pierce has had. Pierce going balk on that failing In an attempt
the, complaint of Mrs. Solomon Jones
to poison terial statement of the witness, but
the night rune.
of Shrewsbury. Dr. (bear Fe George,
Fred Bradley, of San Francis, he Judge Wood, accepting for the time
blew him and his house up with a the assurances of the state that it OH. MEN TO FIGHT STANDARD. a prominent physician of this city,
—If all advertising ceased
has been arrested for alleged assault
will make against the defense on all
this bomb of geletin.
city for a month, one businesiiwould
points save one. He declined te 1st Independents in Kansas and Terri- and battery. The assault consisted of
Crowds Sicken at Awful Story.
tory Want Use of Pipe Lines. .
boom—that of transporting people
1 shaking the index finger of his right
The story was told to e tense- Horsley tell the contents of a teleaway from town,
hand at her.
nerved. rigid crowd that watched gram sent Ain't at San Frencsco by
Topeka, Kan June 6. -Stimulated
with staring eyes for'every ntdVe and Pettibone while he was engaged in
by the federal court decision at FindKindness is a seed that never finds word of the confessing witness; a an attempt on the life of Brauley.
Railway Raises Age Limit.
Copy rt5ht •
When taken from the stand Hors- lay, Ohio the independent oil procrowd that was sickened and weary
.77
a barren 30d.
Pittsburg. Pa., June 6.— At the
0 11
;;•••
3a,
ducers
Kansas
in
and
Indian Terri- meeting of the stockholders of the
of Its disgusting details long before ley was at once driven to the peniI
reA
01••••••011 ••••• I
•.,•rwast T, ••••••••••00. ••••••12
,
Attorney Hawley, pleading !Meese of tentiary under strong guareand will tory will seek to compel the Standard Pennsylvania Railroad company tohimself at 3 o'clock secured an ad- be brought back to town early In the Oil company to carry their oils in Its day It was voted to increase the age
pipe lines. Proceedings wilt be limit for persons entering the emmeriting.
s
journment for the day.
brought before the state railroad coin ploy Of the company from 35 to 45
Orchard retained control of himmission to compel the Prairie Oil and years. This action follows a similar
elf almost from the motnetit he took
—Don't fail to read the fir* °milGas company, owners of the Stand- atep taken by the other companies
the stand, At first he was slightly
ter of "The King of Diamonds," The are oil pipe tepee in Kansas.
to obey of the Pennsylvania system. Scarcity
nervous but soon gained control of
the isevenactod at the 1905 session %f labor is the cause.
himself. His eyes blinked a little sitee. nee serial, on page sevell•
when he told how he trailed and mut.
dered Lyte Gregory, but his voice altered none in tone. His eyes met
those of Haywood several times and
the two gazed fixedly at each other
in tests with honors even.
When Hereby came Into the court
room he was accompanied by three
armed guards who keenly watched
the crowd during the entire examination. His tale of destruction of
4 peoperty began with the story
of
blowing up of the Bunker Hill and
Sullivan mines in which he said W
We are exclusive agents
F. Davis, later president of the Minfor the famous
Allegretti's
ors Union at Cripple Creek, had corncandies, and receive It fresh
'Mend of the mob, lie told of the
every other day.
seizure of a train, the theft of giant
powder and the attack
the
upon
mioes, concluding:
We have a special lot of
"I lit one of the fuses myself."
An attempt to lower the track record by "Loleta,- the West
candy for commencement reWWI for the Vindicates. "job."
Kentucky Stock Farm's Great Pacing Mare.
Hereley then told of his flight Into
metnhrances in 1, 2, 3 end 4
Montana and of various sojourn. in
pound boxes. Phone and have
the western country until he turned
your orders reserved, or the
up in Cripple Creek en 1902, went to
packages delivered.
work in the mines and joined the
Weero Federation of *There again.
The plot to destroy the Vindicator
mine and Its accomplishment was
bared. For this he saki Myer paid
him $20a and flaywond 'gave. him
1306 He told of other plots, anti of
the plan-fo .denemItts Peabody This
wile given up beeatige, he said, liayFifa aid Brainy.
Weod feared they would all be arrested
Either Phone ee.
• • 0 •
Then bellowed the trailing and asairreads•

ofibrearewar

rarmillm
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IN THE COURTS

TackleHart

A•r•rdrdrdr

•

If U want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.

rnants

Hart iSells the Chocest
FISHING TACKLE

'

At a price that U
can afford to tackle.

The rods,reeds,lines,hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait ',buckets
are all exceedingly desirable late productions---the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.

RAILROAD NOTES

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

diwi—r—reTTAI-4

(HOARD TELLS
THE WHOLE STORY

SEND
ALLEGRETTI'S
CANDY AS A
COMMENCEMENT
REMEMBRANCE

THREE AFTER IT

itata 4nktict,.44241 you cant
.tta/rt ahottniti v ouh. State -wilActat
-‘• -ativn
. g"
'
--4 "
1 n"t9'ru/mid owatt

,MATINEE RACES

FRIDAY, JUNE 7,2:30 P. M.

FOUR BIG HARNESS RACES

'

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

Exciting Automobile Race

DEAL'S ORCHESTRAL BAND

idmission 25c.

Tickets will be on sale at Gilbert's drug store

you w-iff have houiee tultniny
a4 wind in NA,sto5te icit11od 6uying
deeatae it is pee 06! nem', Ives%
things in dultnitwire and house, pAni/shings
you4, home. eat
44-hen you tiAn into 044, stoe you
wiff not tu)tn, away without guying what you want., Seeause you'((
nct not Oily ta,Siy ii4Anititet.e and
hotisepomi7shings Int youW (4tc2
(n) /3ees ueh Cu1 you ean
foci to /Jay. evetythimy io)z, the
home. ;
youkS Pvitey)

p

Whode4-e2
•

9
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o Piece Suits
uits are the most logical
athcr wear.
ans of comfo.-t in them
handsome and stylish as
ece Suit grows in favor
e each season as Men
eat Summer comfort and
is in it,
ever, tests the merit of
aking hist a Two Piece
room for shirking or
titution in a Two Piece
ide is open to the same
on as the outside.
re made of blue serges,
and cheviots. Single or
cut

50, $15.00 to $20.00
that in buying here your
eposit until you are perfectly

arries the

CARD"
s•

323
OTMERs

Bfoadway

In REAL DUKE TO LIVE IN DETROIT
:Pt

s a per
.
Hvery
makes you
cal adoption of the children
Taft. We like the ring of Taft's sent- , keeps your whole inside. right. Sold on the
state; but there is one point in the
ence at the Miller's convention
at money- hick plan everywnere. Pelee:0 cents. urday morning he wiltglee hIs ,u0ted log the evil.
suggestion of J. Randolph Coolidge,
lecture, "In the Barefoot Kingdom.",
Bishop Grafton also advocated the
St. Louis:
father of the movement, that should
its ATTACK MISSIONARY IN CHINA In this lecture he discusses the boy establishment of a court of appeals
"A study of OUT country in
be considered in every growing city,
problem which is in tile pressest day composed of the hottee of bishops on
attitude -toward Cuba, Porto Rico
where park building and school deand the Philippines. ought to
fill \seises Beat and Injure Methodist given a great deal :of attention. the subject of doctiine and worship,
velopment are going on side by side:
Various juvenile courts suck as Judge and criticised the tendency of the
every Aperican with pride."
and Other Ministers Flew.
the removal of all school houses to
Lindsey's eour"eat ne-tivei.. And Judge clergy to deny the virgin birth of
Here's optimistic patriotism. Enethe edge of city parks. His whole
Brown's at Salt Lake city have done Christ and the resurrection.
mies of the administration, desirous
plan embraces: relocating grammar
London, June 6.—A dispatch from so Much for wayward boys that it
Ile also suggests changing the tiof "smoking out" the president on
schools at the edge of parks, keeping
Hong Kong says that Mr. Pollard, a means a great deal totne country and tle of the church in America to that
the next presidential campaign, have
Children there all day, supervising
Methodist missionary at Chao-Tung- Dr. Kirtley's discussion will be both of American Catholic. "It is and a!entbaeraesed the big secretary of war
play, eliminating home studies and
by thrusting him inopportunely and Fti, has been beaten mercilessly by interesting and valuable. It is a lec- ways will be Protesant as ag4inst
transporting the children to and from
the Chinese. His lung was pierced by ture that has been given on a great the Roman Catholic system of
the paprematurely into the limelight of posschool at the city's expense. We do
a weapon. The missionaries are flock- many strong and
popular lecture
sibility, but he is stiii- working, there
not know exactly what Mr. Coolidge
ing into Hong Kong from the Se- Mow courses. He will kiye it Children Day
is plenty of time, and even if somemeans by keeping the children at
and Pakhol districts.
the first Saturday, June 15,
1..ily else proves more available, for
echo(); all day, further than that In
the chief magistracy, Taft is making
Paducah this is practically the rule
,
CUB For Convetion,
FOR SALK—rstiAND NEW SEVEN
h:s record. And it's a personal• recnow. The only supervision of play
The Republicans of
e city of Pa- ROOM HOUSE, NEVER OCCUPIM,
ord ioce stamped with the Taft indtpracticable and beneficial is prevent%.i.suality and capacity, regardless of ducah, Ky., are hereby called to meet BATH, HOT AND COLD WATER.
ing play injurious to them physicolly
in mass convention at the city hall in MONROE BETWEEN 14TH AND
any administration tags on results.
and morally., To direct the children's
the city of Paducah. Ky., on Thurs- 15TH STREETS, EASY
MONTHLY
amusements into useful and instrucday, June 27, 1907, at Il o'clock p. m. PAYMENTS. 1.1I.LIARD D. SANUnion Mark On Garters,
tive channels without destroying its
for the purpose of selecting candi- DERS, PHONES
76111.
Logansport, Ind., June 6.— Motonontaneity and making it artificial
detes for all of the city offices that
toed
garters
peek-a-boo
and
waists,
and dull is a delieate matter.
are to be filled at the election in
Wilkeebarre, Pa., June 6.— One
Doing away with home study would!the low-necked dress of the society November, 1907.
man is dead, a child will die and sevnot he much of a revolution in most! woman and the high-heeled slippers
FRANK BOYD, Chairman.
eral eler children are in a serious
instances: but at all even, we i of the chorus girl, all must hereafter
C. W. MERRIWEATHER, Sec. condition
at the farm of John Montbear
union
the
That
label.
was
the
would hesitate to suggest anything
gomery, at Trucksville, as a result of
that would eliminate all parental re- decree today of the delegates to the
10•44111.4111.4*0\11.411 eating pie that contained arsenic, International
of
the
I
eponsihility in the child's schooling, convention
Mrs. Kelly, the housekeeper, misand the transporting of children to Woman's Union Label League.
took arsenic for baking powder and
With
the
most
the
utter
accord,
and from school: at the city's explaced a quantity in pies she was bakpense. is not to be considered by a most absolute unanimity, the deleing. The entire Montgomery family
City like Paducah, although we could gates gave that edict to the world.
hired help and some visitors partook
There are to be no half-way measSuggest a first-class substitute.
of the pastry and all became very ill.
But the plan to relocate all gram- ures in the campaign to be waged.
Joseph Brown, a hired man, died. One
"Every article that woman wears,
mar schoeisk by parka is approaehing
of the Kelly children cannot recover.
from
the
toe
open-work
of
her
stockthe ideal. While cities are building
ings to the comb in
her marceled
schools and
building parks, why
"Read not to contradict and conshould the tWo not be placed togeth- hair, must possess the Magic insignia
fute, nor to believe and take for
er. Si hoies are coneiderod a nuisance of union labor." Such is the ultimatgranted, nor to. find talk and- disIn residerice neighborhoods and they um of the league.
course, but to weigh and consider."
With the stirring campaign Cry
actually make property unsaleable in
If you have been reading these
some instances. This would not be upon their lips of "The American
little chats on Osteopathy, I trust
the rase by parks. The air of parks woman must clothe herself in the unAGAIN SOMETHING NEW
you have weighed and considered
is purer. The ground is shadier and ion label," the delegates decided,
them.
If you are arnolitg the ailing
without
dissenting
a
voice,
bat
to
do
This
Time
The
It
Is
"Teddy
affords more ample
play grounds.
you should have investigated.
The effect of the be-althea of nature tle vigorously in the future for the
neer Ti.", a New Conceit of
I have had just any number of
on the children, the stimulus to the label.
Paducah people you knew to inves'study of natural science, and all the
PICNA4111
the
&hi
tigate Osteopathy, investigate by
Columbus. 0., June 6 --The suinfluences of the park would be to
taking the treatment, and I should
Note
our
window
today
preme
and
court
in
today,
a decision In
promote the very work for which the
like to refer you to an) one of them
tomorrow for the display of
the suit of the city of Cleveland
school is designed.
for testimony of what it has done
the new "Teddy Bear" tie,
Play in which the legs are used against
E. Reynolds, gave a
for them. I have very successfully
just out,
.ought by all means to be encouraged great victory for the Cleveland Contreated chronic cases of rheumatism,
in cities. Necessity for rapid move- oolfdated Hallway company and
a
It is a silk four-in-hand in
asthma, eczema, liver and bowel and
ment, and the greet distances to be blow at low fares. The stilt
was
a new shade of brown ground
stomach troubles, nerfougness, lumcovered, force us to ride too much. brought in Ihe circuit court of Cuytermed
the "Teddy Bear"
bago, neuralgia and, headaches and
Our work compels tot to sit much of ahoga county an involved the validshade, with polka dots in
general debility. In all these alithe time. The result Is that gradual- ity of the streei car franchises on
white, black, blue, red and
ments the Osteopathic Is the most ra4y, imperceptibly now, we are losing Earl and Central avenues. The eirhello. They are striking eftional treatment known to science
the use of our legs. Nature is econom, relit court upheld the validity of the
fects, and very popular in the
today.
teal, Future generatione will suffer franchisees of the Consolidated Railcities.
There is nothing occult about the
for our sedentary habits.
wars company, and the supreme
treatment. It is merely a -drugless
court smetained the circuit court, thus
Priced 50c.
system of medicine seeking in the
When the voice of the sweet girl knocking out the low
fare franhuman body, strineural normality of
We
show the handkiirehlef,
by
graduate is toothed In the land, the chitties advIneated
Mayor Tom
its parts neon which their vitality
eancous notes of the spellbinder will Johnson and gestated by the Clevestick pin, and hose to make
and proper functioning depend. It
be heard from the stump, and the land council.
does this by scientific mantpnietion,
the complota set.
"great common people," "the bone
recogMsing and using diM, alr, waand sinew of this great country of
Frankfort, Ky., June 6.--- Judge
ter and exercise and other hygienic
our•n", will acquire some more en- John D. CarrillI,
of Henry county
.,
measures.
lightenment.
who was appointett to succeed Judge
Its results are quiek and sure and
Cantrill, has announced his candidanever attendis1 by the Illness that
Now Jim Hargis' enemies have all cy for the Demoerfic,nernination in
accompanies the use -Of
oiiporinnity to Wet even with
him. the Fifth appenate •district to make
drug's I should like to talk to you at.
JImat going to Mart a newspaper at the race nest November. It is not
lirsURAI1 any time about your Illness,
if you
Jackson. While immuring the Honora- probable he will have any opposition
1 are III. My office hours are from 9 to
ble Jim that heft got the "right from his own .party, or in the electoperfrosiblukwAttellove 12 and 1:30 to IS p. 411.' Pilot* 1407,
dope" on the pen being mightier then tion. He will not make all nu;Iyo ean°Mit, 516 Broadway, Apidatra, Dr. n.
the sword, we advise him not to ex- VMS of his district,
.-.......4111fr"\AIIP`11111■041.1.1111110.111 B, Froage.

Hon-in-Law of Magnate Zimmerman .
to Learn Railroad Business There.
G.—Detroit
Detroit, Mich., June
Is to number a live duke among its
people soon. The Duke of Manchester is coming here to live, actually
going to settle down here for a time
to learn the railroad hue-Were; as
Operated on Papa-in-Law Eugene
21mmertpan's consolidated systems.
the Detroit, Toledo Gt. Ironton and
the Ann Arbor.
The authority for the statement
The Young man,'fresh from • l- that the duke is coming is no less a
person than Papa-in-Law Zttnupu._
iege, came west a few menthe
-o
to learn the railroad business, Af r man himself.
a month as clerk in (ho freight a Must Drink Pluto Now!
thin at Attica, Ind., he catne to CI
eago and engaged a suite of root
French Lick, Ind., June 6.— The
at the Auditorium Annex,
saloons were knocked out of French
lie asked Vice President RAM Lick township yesterday by blanket
of the Rock island for a job and w remonstrance, with a majority of 114.
given a place in the general freigh The territory affected ineludes the
office of the Chicago & Eastern Mi- towns of French Lick and West Belo& railroad.
•
en,
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Nine Centr— I

/

CENTS

1 ok

CENTS

'CENTS,I
9
CENTS

Commencing promptly at 9 o'clock Friday morning,
June 7th, we will sell you this lovely clear "press cut"
jelly stand, one to a customer, for

Nine Cents Each

This is a beautiful pattern, highly polished, clear cut
and a beautiful little article, and matches the beautiful colonial pieces we have already sold you. Come
early and get one sure.

55'.4lOBROADWAY

4
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ducah, who is attending the Shenatal
doah Valley Military
Academy at
Winchester, Va., was one of the
Ior declaimers at the twenty-seventh I
annual celebration of the Sigma Rho
Delta Literary society of the academy I a.
i"t
and won the gold medal over the 0%**********
Mies Laura Anderson to Marry in other two contestants, Thomas W.
Circuit Court.
the Philippine&
Harrison, Jr., of Winchester, and
The following judgments were
Mr.- and Mrs. William T. Anderson Harold 13. Hersey, of Washingtonentered in circuit court in cases tried
of Arcadia, announce) the engage- City. It was pronounced the Most during vacation:
ment of their daughter, Laura Lake, successful occasion in the history
Belle against George
Trail, diofl
to Lieutenant B. L. Carroll, of the the academy and was greeted by the
vorce.
American constabulary, Philippine largest audience that had ever gathMaggie against Leander Siegfried,
Islands. The wedding will take ered in the auditorium. The Win- divorce.
place on June 20 at noon, at the chester paper says:"The declamation
James against Delia Bolin, divorce.
home of the bride's sister, Mrs. of Cadet Campbell was particularly
City of Paducah against E. E. EvThomas E. Moss, In Tugugarao, Ta- good and won hearty applause from eritt, Charlotte Forsiaee and Merles
gayan provinee, Philippine Islands. the audience." The cadets were in Coleman, tax suits, dismiseed.
The bishop of Tageyan province will their new uniforms and the stage
HE season's selling in Lace Curtains has left our
perform the ceremony, which will be was a camp-fire scene that was most
stock with some patterns reduced to two and
In Police Court.
a quiet affair. A banquet will be attractive.
Richard Robinson, colored, a deck
three pairs of a kind. These we place on sale for one
given in honor of the bride and
Cadet Campbell will arrive home hand on the steamer' Dick Fowler,
City at ONE-THIRD OFF the regular price. If a
groom by the American constabulary about the Vali of the month to spend who used insulting language towards
bargain Would interest you this 18 your opportunity.
of Tugugaraoe at the club house, the summer with his grandmother, Mr. Henry Kopf, on the wharfboat
the evening of June ale
Mrs. Laura Fowler, 72ei Broadway. yesterday in a quarrel over the mis'Mae Anderson is an extremely He is a bright and talented boy, of placing of coal boxes, was fined 610
bright and attractive girl of more more than usual force and
depth, and costs.
than usual mentality and talent, and 'and a charm IL manner that wins
is popular in a wide circle of friends him friends
ywhere.
Marriage License.
in Paducah, her native home. Her
B. F. Green to May Morris,
paternal grandfather, the late EdCotillion club To Entertain.
Craig Moffett Coburn to Montilla
Class Night a Sucsees.
The Cotillion club will entertain Stuart Hopkins.
"Class Day" was celebated last ward Anderson, was a pioneer setnight •by the senior cease of '07 at tler and leading citizen of Paduoah. with a dance on Wednesday evening,
On her mother's side she is related June 12, at the Wallace park pavilIn the bankruptcy case of William
the High school auditorium in
an
to the Lakes, a prominent Mississip- ion in honor of visitors in the city. It. Hayes the report of the trustee
especially clever manner.
The idea
yas approved by Referee in BankMr.
of a liviug magazine was carried out pi family. Her grandfather
very happily under the direction of Levin Lake, of Oxford, Miss., at one Paducah Women Should Attend Club ruptcy E; W. Bagby this morning,
Federation.
and the case was ordered closed.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Miss Anna Byrd Stewart of Cincinnati time lived in Paducah and is well
The Woman's club denies that as Hayes' likbilities amount to some-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400Ia formerly teacher of English in the Pa- known throughout the south. Mists
Anderson Is most gracious and vivac- many of the club members as possi- thing like $5,ata0, with no assets exBroadway, Phone 196.
ducah High school.
-Tickets for the commeneement
The entire class of 14 members lops in manner, a typical southern ble will attend the meeting of the cept those exempted by law. The reexercises of the High school are now Will; present on the stage in opening, girl and is especielly fitted to enjoy state federation of club at Shelby-'port of no assets was that filed by the
on sale at the Kentucky box office.. representing the cover of the maga- to the utmost the unique charm of ville, June 12-14. It is not necessary trustee this morning.
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz- zine, a design in 14 owls. The front- life in the Philippines and to adjust to be a delegate to have the advanten at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
ispiece was a clever hit at the class herself to its details with the adapt- age of the cheap rates and other
Deeds Filed.
-McCalls patterns and magazines, motto entitled "Nothing From Noth- ability that always' scores popularity. privileges, and the larger the delegaR. P. Ellis et al to Fannie J. Wood
complete stock on sale at The Bar- ing Conies." The "Musical Page" was She sailed in February for a visit to tion from here the more certainty property in the county, $500.
gain Store, .314 Broadway::
a piano number by Miss India Lang. Dr. and Mrs. Tirotnas E. Moss at Tu- there is of securing the next meeting
E. W. Whittemore to Hannah MetI., intending to return in for Paducah.
calf, property in the Murrell West
--Carbon paper that gives entire "A Retrospect" was the class history gutearo
End addition, $1. and other considersatisfaction, and every sheet guaran- by Robert Halley, emit member com- October. Her engagement to LieuJ. A. Prince has returned
from ations.
teed is the Webster Muli Copy Car- ing on the stage as his name' was'tenant Carroll is the culmination of
bon, handled only by R. D. Clements called. "Heart to Heart Talks" were a Philippine romanee, which Lieu-'Shiloh and resumed his position an
& Co. Phone 436.
GIRL IS BURGLAR BAND LEADER
cleverly featured by Brent Janes in tenant Carroll purened with a com- 'the police force yesterday.
Miss Gertrude Monroe, of Benton,
-The Jolly club will give a dance "Side Talks to the Girls" and "Ad- bination of Yankee perseverance and
•
at Wallace park Thursday, June 6. vice to Our Boy's" by Miss Frances tropical fervor that overcame all ob- went home yesterday.
Incorporated.
Confesses in Court to Rreaking Into
Mrs. T. E. Hayden has arrived
Hillman's band.
Clark. "Editorial Diggings" and "Ex- staelee. The marriage is hastened
Houses and Stealing Money.
-City subscribers to the Daily changes" embodied the presentation by the departure of ler. and Mrs. from Rockcastle, to join her husband.
Sun who wish he delivery of their and acceptance of the spade by Brent Moss from Tugugarao to
-Cleveland, June 6.---Grace PerManila. They will go to Dawson.
Mrs. Bettie Farrow, of Princeton, aerve, the 10-year-old daughter of
papers stopped must hot* our col- Janes fore.
Furnished rooms.
FOR RENT
the seniony and Edwin where Dr. M.0148, who Is government
lectors or make the requests direct Randle, representing the class of surgeon, has been transferred. .As is visiting her sister. Mrs. William well-to-do trarents of
Old phone ill 1.
East
Fiftyto The Sun office. No attention will '08. "The Dream Faculty" was a the distance is great and traveling Marble, of Kentucky afenue.
fifth street, is the leader of a gang
FOR SALE- Good emond-hanii
Miss Manic Cobb will return next'of youthful burglars. She confessed
be paid to such orders when .given screen of living pictures, "taking off" facilities rough, It was decided to
Tennessee road wagon. Apply Johnsweek after spending the winter in in the juvenfie couat today. Her
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
very smartly the High school faculty. have the marriage solemnized
at
ton-Den k er Coal. Co.
New York with her brother, Irytn Father sobbed while she was
-Me. Peter Duperrieu, the well The story was told by Miss Ethel Tugugarao, and the Carrolls
quete
will
WE MAKE a specialty of fancy
known taytor who removed to Cairo Hawkins and different members of begin ,aousekeeolsg at once in the Cobb.
tamed. She admitted robbing sevrace track saddles and harness; also
John
Mr.
L.
of
Jones
Kutson,
and
EAT
restaurant.
Whitehead's
at
three months ago to reside, has re- the class posed as the faculty. One home occupied by
eral houses In the east end, with the
Dr. and
Mrs.
repair work. Paducah Harness and
tawa, are vatting Mr. Guy Jones.
turned to Paducah
to make his of the popular hits of Ie evening Moss.
aid of several boy and girl companNURSE wanted'1622 Jefferson.
Saddle Co., 204% Kentucky aveatuo.
Miss Sarah Sanders, of Murfrees- ions. Grace was
was the "Kentucky Colonel", a story
permanent residence.
brought to the
Lieutenant Carroll is an officer in boro, Tenn., is visiting
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- New Phone 546,
Miss Edna court on the charge of robbing
-We give you better carriage and acted by Miss Vera Johnston and the American
the cles, 326-328 South Third
constabulary at the Eades.
street7
(
'
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr
Robert
Fisher.
better service for the money than
The Joke Page was post of
hoese of James Jackson, a neighbor.
Tegufarko. He is a native
Mrs. Bud Dale, and Misses Cattle
TELEPHONE 203 for nice buied Frank Hagerty have formed a Partis given by any transfer company in featured by Miss Jessie Cloys. Notes
With
Improvised
an
jimmy,
she
of New York City and his home, is Lindsey and Elizabeth Smith will
Johnston-Denker Coal Co. nership to do all kinds of plastering.
America. Fine carriages for special was represented by Clark liondurant
Pried open the windows of the homso
also there. He occupies a poeiteon leave today for Mammoth Cave.
occasions on short notice; also e:e- with violin solo. David Yeiger was
FOR
FRESH
FISH telephone 926 alai the °Mee will be at Weikel's
on three different occasions, stealing
of prominence in the Phiappinee and
Mr. J. E. Graham and daughter,
office, 126 South Fourth. Estimates
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co happy in the "Puzzle Page" given
new or call 1621 Broad alley,
Is a capable officer and man of fine Mrs. Bryant, returned yesterday from a gold watch and chain and money.
cheerfully given at any time.
The United States civil service the class prophecies. The various othgoods
recovered.
FOR
been
The
have
WOOD,
DRY
Phone
Old
attainments and character. He has Bodgett.
tomniiselon announces examinations er numbers were well carried out and
FOR SALE-One four-burner gas
2361.
been known for slime time to Miss
Mae James Simpson, of Barlow, is
for this district as follows: Nautical he evening was most enjoyable form
WANTED --A good cook, at once, range, three electric chandeliers, oxAhdersoa and her family, through his visiting Mrs. Henry Henneterger, of JAPANESE WILL GO INTO COURT
expert, July
3; marine tiremau. of "meeting old friends under new friendship
atlized consistiog of one 1-light, one
1039 Jefferson.
with her 'brother's house- Adams street.
quartorintistera department at large mimeo."
'light and one 3-1Ight and
one
hold, where he hae made his home.
FOR heating and stovewood ring Ikea.; ahatakeier
Miss Matta Sullivan, of Mayfield, Contenipiate Bringing Suit Against
and assistant In dry bacteriology
of four lights. All
ills commission expires in October, is visiting Mrs. Arthur Sanderson,
San Francisco.
Levin.
437
F.
(male), July le; assistant examiner, SISTER MRS. M'KINI.Elael HEIR.
In first-class condition.
Ring 653
ta08, and he and his wife will then
Dr. John Settle has returned from
WANTED-Man to wora in dairy. old phone, mornings.
patent office, July 10-11.
--return to the states by way of New Madisonville.
Washington, June G.- The Japa- C. M. Black, Phone 2460.
--If you haven't :ewe to go home Estate of Late President Goes By
WANTED-For U. S. Army; AbleYork, where they will visit his famMr. Charles Kahn and daughter, nese trouble in San Francisco probato lunch. try Whitehead's 25 cent
Will to His Direct Relatives.
YOU CAN get nice bundled kind- bodied unmarried men between ages
ily before coming to Paducah.
bly
Rebecca
Kahn.
Tex.,
Dallas.
Miss
will
of
be
settled
by
a
recourse
to
dinner. Polite service.
Cantott, Ohio, June 6.-eirs. M. C.
ling at Johnston-Denker Coal compa- of 21 and 35; citizens of United
are visiting Mr. Kahn's sister, Mrs. the law. Information has been
re-Place your orders for wedding Barber, sister of Mrs. McKinley and
States, of good character and tern.
Jackson
ceived
J. -Marks, of Ninth and
to the effect that the Japanese ny. Telephone 203.
Pleasant Surprise Party.
Invitations at home. The Sun
is sole heir, was this afternoon
apSHORT ORDER lunches a spe- perste habits, who can speak, read
consul fn San Francisco is contemMiss Myrtle Griffin was given a streets.
showing as great an assortment as pointed adrninietratria of Mrs. Me
Mrs. Ola Hardison is visiting her plating bringing a suit against the cialty at Page's restaurant, 119 South , and write English. For informatiou
you will find anywhere, art prices Kiteley's estate. The estate le valued surprise varty at her home, 1117
Tuesday parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Hughes, city of San Francisco for damages in- Third street..
apply to recruiting officer, New Richmuch lower than you will have to at $135,000 in personal property and North Twelfth street, on
curred by the owners of the Horse
evening. It was an enjoyable occas- at Mayfield.
BRICKLAYER wanted to do few mond House, Paducah. Ky.
pay. elsewhere.
665.00t5 hr real estate. This Is exAnderson,
Etta
been
who has
Mrs.
Shoe Restaurant and the Foleom hours' work at 1039 Jefferson, at
-Wedding invitations, announce- elegise of the estate of the president, ion.Thoee present were: Misses MagGET OUT of the wet. Jona won't
Dycus, Dorothy
Oberhausen, visiting J. P. Duke, of near Farm- Bathhouse from the attack by a mob once.
ments and every character of en- which by will goes to his dkect heirs, gie
be so easy to get next year. We can
ington,
returned
on
has
May
last.
home.
20
action.
The
If
Theo
Story,
Dora
Sholta,
Maggie
graved work is given careful, per- Mrs. Duncan and Miss Helen McKinFOR RENT-sour room houie on use 600. Highest wages; steady emMr. and Mrs. Edgar Gray have re- brought, will be under the state law
sonal attention at the Sun Job office. ley, of Cleveland, and Mrs. Herman McHenry, Sue Oberhausen, Mary
North Sixth street, $7 per month. F. ployment guaranteed. Transportation
Easly; Messrs. Whitelaut, Cliff Son- turned to Paducah after a visit to and in the name of the owners of the
-The 'ladies of the Evergreen Baer (Mabel McKinle)
:a
F. Fisher.
, advanced to machinists having firstter, Charlie Feise, Clyde
Doggett, John Flood and family at Mayfield. places wrecked. It is understood that
grove will give an entertainment at
H. C. Neale and daughters Jose- the Japs will be perfectly satisfied
FOR RENT- Third
floor over class references. We positively make
Amman Harrison, John Easly, Cbas.
their hale Third and 'Elizabeth
The largest house of the week
Whitelauf, Harry Sulver, Joe Sholta. phine and Essie Lee; of Mayfield, are with a judicial determination of the Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th Ino charge In any way, manner, shape
streets, Wednesday night, June 12. greeted the big
vaudeville show at
or form for securing jobs for machinIn Paducah today to meet Mrs. Neale case.
St. Apply F.M. Fisher, Post Office.
Admission 15 cents. Half the pro- the Casino
at Wallace park last night.
and eon, wlep are returning home
ists. Address with references. The
ceeds go to the Home of the Friend- Besides
FOR
--RENT
decorated
Newiy
(Una. Lien' Club,
the regular 'bill, a big outfrom a visit to Waverly. Tenn.
DROWN
WHILE
FISHING.
less.
THREE
apartments.
Modern
improvements. National Metal Trade Association,
Miss Anne Harlan- will entertain
side attraction and moving pictures
Mr. J. H. Park and wife, of MayCincinnati, Ohio.
Peter Moss, colored, 46, died of are shown. A matinee
Heeht Apartments, 511 Adams.
Carta.
he
Diem
club
tonight
her
at
will be given
field, are 'in the city.
Small Boat Is Upset in Lake and Ocfever at 711 South Sixth street, and at bargain prices
home,
818
South
street.
Fourth
room,
Nice
FOR'
with
RENT
aturday afternoon.
Mr. Z. T. Connor, of Murray, is In
cupants Are Missing.
will be buried
tomorrow in Oak
hoard, 408 Washington. Old phone AUTOMOBILE RI'NS DOWN
the city.
Grove cemetery.
YOUNG MAN ON BICYCLE.
2500.
-Don't fall to read the first chap- Paducah Boy Wins (lend Medal in
Mrs. Estelle Triapiett, of St. Louis.
Cement City, Mich., June 0.-Neil
-Irene Broyles, three years old, ter of "The King of Diatttttnds,"
The
toil THE BEST sandwItaies,chile
will arrive today to visit Mies Lucy Ferris, Washington Griffith and Bycolored, died at 1337 South Third Sun's weer serial,
Will Newman, a young man of
on page seven.
'Master John P.,Campbell, of Paand hot tamales, call at 111 1-2
street, and was buried this afternoon
Moore and will then go to Portland. ron Dereher all from
South Third street, while
Woodstock
er, a
-------------- -----South
Third
street.
in Oak Grove cemetery.
Maine, to visit.
township, were drowned last evening
bicycle south on Third sip was
WANTED-- Position as bookkeep- struck by George Langetat,
autoMrs. Thomas W. Long has return- in Silver Lake, three miles south of
POPPING THE QUESTION.
er by man of experience. Good refer- mobile at Third street and Kentucky
Use Sun vyant ads. for results.
ed from a visit to Mrs. Fowler in this village. They had been Milling
avenue about noon today. His bicyfrom a small boat which was found ences. Address W, care Sun office.
Paducah.-HopkInsvIlle New Era.
WANTED, by a white cle was wrecked and the young man
Capt. Charles lelmire, a prominent floating upside down near the hats
woman as chambermaid or dining bruised. but not seriously inatred.
capitalist of Meridian, Miss., is In of the three men.
roam girl. Call Morris, 66-a.
Mr. Langetaff turned into Kentucky
the city the guest of his friend, J.
HAMMOCKS
house, avenue from South Third street and
FOR RENT-Seven room
T. Land.
GIRL KILLED WHILE AT PLAY.
627 North Sixth. All modern conven- the bicycle rider thought he intended
Miss Carle Washbran, of Madison
--90c to $4.25 at
to continue on his course. They colstreet, has returned from Bardwell, Child Steps on a Loose Board, Which iences:. Apply 533 North Sixth.
lided right at the crossing.
after a pleasant visit to her sister.
Hite Up.
WANTED--Position by first-clam
Mrs. Jesse Nichols.
stenographer.
Address 1209 JefMisses Mettle Lon MeGlathery and
Mount Sterling, Ill., June 6.- ferson. Phone 621.
•
Lillie May MeGlathery left this after- While playing tag Ode afternoon,
-C-LOTH'ES cleaned ane pressed•Abl
In hammocks we have made speTenn.,
noon for Dresden,
where they Carrie, the 5-year-old daughter of
work guaranteed. Solomon. The Tailcial preparations for the summer
will visit Mrs. J. W. Irlon a few days Mr and Mrs. Joseph Ebbing, step
or. 113 South Third street. Phone
trade this geatien and have a line of
en route to Humboldt, Tenn., to at- pod on a Scope board which flew up.
1016-a.
tend the Sharpe-MeGlathery wedding Milking her on the forehead. A nail
which any dealer might he proud.
FOR RENT-Nice three-room cotaon
12th.
the
ranging
skull,
penetrated
her
Though (Mr hammocks cost less
death.
tage, 1100 South Fourth street. Ap
I Miss Robbie Smith. of Golconda, is
than you are usually asked to pay,
pla to S. A. Hill, 11.02 South Fourth
In the city.
Dollar Wheat Farmers' Plan.
YOU will and no better qualities
or telephone 964.
Omaha,
Neb.,
"Dollar
6.-June
anywhere than at Noah'g Ark.
EIGHT lady or gentlemen agents
VEGETABLE FAMINE.
wheat" Is the &Joann of the scores of
For $3 we have a variety of handto canvass city. Good new proposirepresentative
wheat
grvwers
who
asamie patterns and substantial
Is Threatened in New York As Re- sembled in convention here today to tion. Call 206 South Third street.
weaves, full size-values which can
sult of Unseasonable Weather.
Mecum plans whereby the producer Phone 110.
it be cqUalled any place in the
and not the speculator may derive
ONE OF THE prettiest small regeity for the money.
New York, June 6.-- Dealers in the benefit from the In -reseed price istered stallions for service Is at MeIf you want a little.better one,
and around Washington market say of the cereal. The present movement derman's farm on the Mayfield road.
You will find the house you want
we have a beauty for $3.25 And
that New York City is menaced by a was started by the American Society He has to be seen to be appreciated
by
vegetable famine as the result of the of Equity and from all appearances
consulting with us. We have
for $4 25 we haves hammock which
LOHT-iaignet bracelet with infunseasonable weather of the last six It Is the most extensively and beet
Is the equal of any $8 hammock in
ante G. le, between Wallace park on our books some that are deweeks. .Garden products from
Now organized campaign of its kind yet
Paducah. It's large and roomy.
and Jefferson.'Return to F.,
lightfully situated within easy
Jersey and Long Island, which esu- attempted
eith a comfortable pillow. The
Richmond Hotel, for reward.
reaffh,just ideal homes for cominto
come
market
ally
begin
by
the
to
fabric is heavy and closely Woven
FOR RENT-- Pour'rooms, all eonlast week in May, have not appeared
fort and well hieing. lt is emaiet
aid the colors are an near weather
veniencee, over my store. Solomon.
so far thlit year and the prospects are
proof salt is possible to make them.
The Tailor, 113 Smith Third. Phone to collect rent than pay it. Why
that they wal net be seen until the
/thee good'ones for 00c, $1,25, $2 ae
1014-a.
not become your own landlord?
first of July. Southern vegetables are
end $2 50.
so small in quantity this year that the
JAMES DUFFY has removed hi) Your property will be increasing
in
Most any time now a hammock is
tailor shop to Smith Ninth street neer
dealers fear the supply will be exThe Model Laundry will he
value every year.
Broadway.
ipt to prove the most comfortable
hausted long before the Long Island
where he would be pleased
open for business Monday,
See about it AT ONCE.
and New Jersey crops are ready.
to see hie customers. Cleaning and
plate, about the hopee. By all watts
June 10. comer Seventh and
.pretaing neatly done.
anie to Noelia Ark before yeti htlY,
Adams streets,
Brothers in Fated Duel.
1
lAiirt-Wednesday night between
fur if you don't we both lose money
Ashland, Miss.. Jun* 41.-htre
i in
CO, Eighth and Jefferson and Eighth and
and Dan Mathere, brothers, fon ht fl
ilroadwa‘, around Ninth street, la Seventh Ind Arim Streets.
duel here with' knives while drill lair
ditto' whit embroidered coat. Please
Real Estate and Inst canc.
J 9 BROADWAY
Old Plisse 3634.
was 'killed instantly and Der,
return to Sutheelland Medicine oono
The Mimeo and Juliot of the far future.
Both Phon a 127
til 410 badly injured he will dlep,
pen) and receire'reward,

1.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4..e I

udt9Itillips gopq

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Oki-r •ri%

IN THE COURTS

_

TackleHart
If U want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.

I

cree Vurtain gemnants
1-3 tff yridaq

Hart Sells the Chocest
FISHING TACKLE

T

'

At a price that U
can afford to tackle.

The rods,reeds,lines,hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait ;buckets
are all exceedingly desirable late productions---the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.

LOCAL NEWS

fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

v4-4-44.44-y

WANT ADS.

Xi;;FFtWer4

l

NOAH'S ARK

.4

.....-.-..-

..-

-- -.......-....---. ..-.......

I

NOTICE

The Model Laundry

H. C. HOLLINS

NOAH'S ARK

tarYtis

4.4,
44.014,

4

eSis's'"S
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FATE PADUCAH EVENING.STYX
IS YOUR COAT D1.114TV?

GUARD REVOLTS

Vou Probably Have The White Scab
of Dandruff on It.

Come and See the

And guaranteed Blue Serge Suits for men
and young men that we are offering at $15,
$18 and $20.
Although built for coolness and comfort, you'll find every suit at every price
smart, aristocratic looking, richly handtailored, beautifully finished and made of
finest imported and domestic suitings---in
those patterns the exclusive custom tailors
show at double our price.

SON
GUYUndertakers
NANCE
&
and Embalmers

JAS. M. COLLINS CO.

DID YOU KNOW?

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

ED. D. HANNAN

.9-he adies'

The Suits at 4:45.00
Comprise an unusually large assortment of single
and double breasted models of distinctive cut, in
gray, brown and olive cassimeres, worsteds, soft,
airy flannels, and fast-color dark blue serges—not
one worth less than $20.00.

The Suits at $18.00
• Consist of the season's smartest single and double
breasted styles in a rich and varied assortment of
velours, worsteds and cassimeres, in beautiful
stripes, checks, plaids, overplaids and mixtures—
all regular $22.50 values.

The Suits at $20.00
Include every single and double breasted model
of latest vogue, in an exceptionally large variety of
splendid foreign and domestic worsteds, serges,
cassimeres, velours and flannels—refined, exclusive effects that the tailors charge $40 00 for.
Coats are made with or without center vents,
plain sleeves, or with narrow or wide cuffs, plain
or creased sides, shaped or semi-shaped back,
wide peaked or semi peaked lapels. Trousers all
have belt loops, turned-up bottoms or plain, peg,
semi-peg or regularecut.
Everything essential to comfort from Straw
Hats to Half Hose at money-savink'prices.

I

I

1

Arnie )ournal gattern
Semonstration

yriday

and •daturdaq, June
7th and 31h

will have with us Friday
WE and
Saturday Mrs. F. W.

Snyder,' who, aside from being
thoroughly versed in the use of
these patterns, is a fashion authority besides. Now this will
be quite a new feature for you,
entirely unlike anything you have
ever had the opportunity to at'tend before. She will have with
her some sal_ ;le doily patterns
for those interested in needlework and sample dolls, kimono
patterns for girls accompanied
by their mothers. Now we invite every woman in Paducah to
attend this demonstration and
learn of Mrs. F. W.Snyder what
to do. The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns tell you ,11OW to do it.

Yridaq and daturdati

V
415 BRO-ADVIA
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If your coat or shoulders have a
rit()OPS AT r TSARWILL HE EXECUTED FOR THE
white dust, upon It, the chances are
Paducah, Ky.
• 211.213 S. Third St.
MIUTINOlitt
ATTIC:it/PT ON CABRERA.
that it ia from dandruff, The only
way to permanently cure dandruff is
to remove the cause, which
is a
Strict Discipline Instituted By New germ. Newbro's Herpicide kills the Only One Mexican in List, Others Begerm. Every toilet table should
Commander Causes Trouble
Practical Horse Shoeing. 309 South Fourth St.
ing Guatemalans—To Asoasalhave such a hair-dressing that con
Among Hussars.
nate President.
(Da o u a Trial
C;Iiimis Work Cluartintet:d.
First
tains also the destroyer of the dandruff and hair falling germ, It stops
OLD PHONE 2067
all irritation, keeps the scalp sweet.
St. Petersburg, June 6.— The pure and
Mexico City, June 6.—According
wholesome. Remember
Fourth squadron of Hussars of _the that something claimed to be "just to a telegram received last night 12
stationed
Guard,
at Tsarskoe-Selo, to as good," will not do the work of of the 19 men condemned to death
which place the imperial family had genuine Herpicide. Sold by leading by court martial because of the aljust removed, revolted today against druggists. Two sizes, 50c and 91.00. leged attempt cei the life of Presithe strict discipline which recently Bend FOe. in stamps for sample to dent Cabrera of Guatemala, will be
had been instituted by a new com- The Herpicide Co., Detroit, Mich.
executed. Eleven of the men are Guamander.
temalans. One of the Mexicans acW. B. McPherson, Special Agent.
We list in our directory over 3,000 subThe trouble for a time threatened
cused, Jose Mendosa, was exonerated.
to spread through the entire regiscribers
and more than three-fourths are
RICHEST YALE SENIOR LAZIEST The other Mexican implicated, Nazari
ment, but the mutinous troops were
Mendosa, was sentenced to 15 years'
East Tennessee subscribers ?
exclusive
pronitply surrounded and disarmed
Son of Lackawanna Railroad Presi- imprisonment. Two Italians charged
by other troops and order was rewith
complicity
were
each
sentenced
Call Contract Department No. 300.
dent Is Awarded That Honor.
stored without bloodshed.
to 15 years' imprisonment. Of the
The ringleaders have already been
other
foreigners
on
trial,
one,
a
New Haven, Conn., June G.— Calturned over to coort martial.
vin Trucesdale, the richest member of Spaniard, will be executed.
News of mutiny at Tearskoe-Selo
The dispatch characterizes the conthe Yale close of 1907. Was today
was received during Foreign Minisdemned men as honorable and innoawarded the vote of the class as its
ter Iswolsky's weekly reception
of laziest
member, He is a son of the cent victims.
diplotmats and caused considerable
multi-millionaire president of the
apprehension, the first news reporting
Lackawanna railroad.
esseasessaesseseateeasosaioa
the affair was far more serious than
George Harold Wiese, of Schuylthe revolt of soldiers of PreolvrajensI
OLDEST MISSIONARY
kill Haven, Pa., was voted the nersiky regiment in June, 190'6. The offiest and also the windiest member of
4
cials of the Hussar regiment say the the
class. Charles Pomeroy Otis of eamansesseassaasassesommores
outbreak was not political.
Andover, Mars., was voted the greatDr. Young J. Allen the oldest misest grind in the class. "Sammy"
BOSTON LADS ENIPIANY
All H ms,ans Repairs;
Morse, the football _captain,
was sionary of the M. E. church, South,
RUSE OF (10/A)NIAL DAYS. voted
the most popular member, and In the Orient, is dead. Dr. Allea
Edward Hart, of Brooklyn, the best was a native of Georgia, where be
Boston, Mass., June 6.—Inspired,
debater in the class—the member was born In 1836. He received his
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot
20C
perhaps, by the protest of the lads most
education at Emory college and sailed
Likely to succeed.
who appealed to the British comfor
China
with
Dr.
M.
L. Wood in
Professor William Lyon Phelps got
mander of the redcoats in Boston the
vote as the favorite and
the 1800, while the civil war was in proagainst his soldiers' interference brightest
professor. When it came to gress,
with their skating, :;00 Savin
Hill voting for the university the class
During the civil war In the United
boys threaten to march to Mayor liked next to Yale, Harvard
received States the Methodist church found
Fitzgerald's home to demand that he a jolt, for 78 votes, went to
Prince- itself unable to support a China misThe Sanitary Plumber
*reksair their baseball ground on the ton and only 57 to Harvard, which sion and Dr. Allen was forced to
supbeach.
has usually been awarded that hon- port himself while carrying on the
Both Phones 201
132 S. Fourth St.
They are to hold an indignation or. Williams College came third with work he loved. For a while he
sup325 Kentucky Avenue.
meeting Wednesday night, June 12. 23 votes.
ported himself by accepting the poIf that is prodUctive of no response,
sition of translator and writer in the
they propose to parade to his resiNEW VOICE IN ANIMAL MIX-UP- Imperial arsenal and when the supdenre in Welles avenue and personport of his church was resumed he
ally demand satisfaction of him.
When she got to the 'settee headIndiana Watitialist .Upholds .Presi- again took up the work of editing USE STOMACH PUMP TO
During the spring the boys toiled
the "Review of the Times."
RECOVER GIRL'S PLUNDER quarters Jennie declared she was endent in Dr. bong Controversy.
early and late filling up the gullies
Dr Allen continued this work, also
tirely innocent. A search of her
in the swamp ground but the sea
Hartford City, Ind., June 6.—Rev. translating many books that. would
New Haven, Conn.,'June 6.—The clothing and person failed to disundid their work as fast as they
W. H. Sheak, a well known writer be of spiritual benefit.to the Chinese, stomach pump today was brought in- close the' whereabouts of the cash,
completed it. They claim that one
and naturalist of Peru., Ind, in re- for a quarter of a century and at the to play to locate iniasing money. Jen- and Dr. S. L. Spier, the pollee suryear ago the mayor promised
to gard to the Roosevelt-Long
contro- close of the war between China and nie Smitli, was arrested last night on geon-, suggested that the only place
help them get a playground. That.
versy today said: "I agree with tbe Japan wrote a history of the strug- complaint of Harry Vandmen, who left to search was her stomach.
they say, is the last they have beard
The stomach pump was brought
president that the natural mode of gle that was received with general said she had relieved him of two 910
of it.
• attack by the wolf and nearly all the favor on all sides,. The author was bills while he was trying to locate a Into play, but this failed to show up
canine family is in front and at the the recipient of commendatory com- fl bill to give her in response to 4. the money. Firuilly the doctor orderWHITE HOUSE HAS ODD HOODOO throat or
nose. and L do not believe ollunications from the emperor and hard luck story she had put u.p to ed her to open her mouth, and then
that it would be poetsibie for the all the high officials of the empire.
he found the tiro hills in her cheek.
him in the streat.
Mysterious Blight Deetroye All Plant teeth of a
wolf to penetrate the heart
Life at Executive Mansion.
of the caribou. It is certainly time FIND FRAUD IN PENSION CASES.
Washington, June 6. - A mysterito call a halt on much of the misinous blight which has been christened
formation' spree* broadcast by so- New Decision to Hit Many Wrongful"the White House hoodoo" for want
called nature writers." Mr. Shook
ly Drawing Government Money.
of a better name, which attacks all
is an authority and lecturer on antforms' of plant life In a portion of
mal life,
Washington, June 6.—A number
•
the grounds surrounding the execuof fraudulent pension cases are being
tive mansion, is causing no end of
discovered at the pension office, and
COMNIISSIONEWS SALE.
trouble to the official gardener, and
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc- In the work of clearing the files of
he is out with a liberal rewatd for
whoever will discover the cause and Cracken circuit court, rendered at its them a decision was rendered today
remedy the evil. Various kinds of April term, 1907, in the action of which has a wide effect under the
plants have been set out and the City of Paducah, plaintiff, against C. new service pension law. In that
•
earth has been frequently changed, W. Warren, defendant, I will, on law' it is provided that on4y those
Monday, June 10th, (about the hour who were In the service ninety days
but without avail.
of le o'clock a. ml, 191)7, (being or longer should be entitled to a eery
county court day), at the court house Ice pension. The First to Twelfth
BEIJLEVIEW DEDICATION
WILL BE HELD ON JUNE P. door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to Ohio, the Omaha Scouts, nix regithe highest bidder, on a credit of six ments of volunteers composed of Con
Dedicatory.services will be held months, the following
described prop- federate trrisonere along with the
Sunday, June 9, at the Belleview erty, viz:
Fifty-sixth Illinohs Volunteers * are
Baptist church by the Rev. Calvert M.
Lots 11 and 12, block 14, West affected by today's ruling, which
Thompson, pastor of the First church. End
Addition, in the City of Padu- holds that under the service pension
The church Is on the Nfayffeld road, oah, Kentucky.
Said lots front the law a soldier must have served full
,three miles from the city, and was south side of
Broadway 50 feet each, ninety days.
'completed last fall, but the attend- and run back
The twelve Ohio regiments were
towards Court street a
anee has gradually increased and ,uniform width to
16069-12 feet to a mustered out after enlistment for
,great interest is manifested in the ,25 foot alley, to satisfy
said judg- ninety days, hut the department
services. The Rev. J. R. Stewart is ment, Interest and cost.
•
holds that as these regiments were
the pastor. Services tomorrow will
The purchaser will be required to furloughed for two weeks none of
'be conducted by the Rev. C. Leigh. give bond
with approved security, the members are entitled to pension
Morning subject, "The Christian bearing interest at 6 per
cent from f The Omaha Scouts and the ConfedLife." Evening subject, "Two Men day of sale, having
force of replevin orate Prisoners' regtments are deIn Eternity."
bond, on which execution may issue nied pensions because they did not
when due.
See service at the front
—Some of the reol estate salverAn apptication for an increase of
This 6th day of June, 1907.
ti.ed todey ell! double in value in a
pension from William H. Newport,
JAMES CAMPBELL. Jai...
year—MOM.' Of it in two years—MI of
who was a private in Company C of
Attorney.
it in pie course of it few years,
the
Fifty-sixth
Illinois,
CECIL REED,
brought
about te discovery that members of
Master Commissioner.
that and other regiments have been
drawing pensions to which they were
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc- not entitled.
Cracken court, rendered at its April
term, 1907. In the action of City of
COMMISSIONER'S 14.t LE.
Paducah, plaintiff, against John
In pursuance of a judgment of McRoby, defendant, I will, on Monday. Cracken circuit court, rendered at Its
June Pith, 4/shout the hour of 10 April term. 1907, in the action of
o'clock a. m.1, 1907 (being county City of Padecah, plaintiff, against T
court day), at the court house door 0. Argust, defendant, I will, on MonLos Angeles, Cal:—Electric
in Paducah. Kenttucky: sell to the day, June 10th, (about the hour of
Medical Association, June 8th
highest bidder, on a credit of Mx 10 o'clock a. m.1, 1907, (being comito 15th; limit August 31st.
months, the following described prop- ty court day), at the court house
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word. It will
and room. Good music and table un- a kettle. Would you mind telling me"-dreadful barrier of eternity-. Through do you no good to keep
"There, there! You go to your mothvigil by her
Only, as nearly every one now
surpassed.
Lie blinding tears he thought he mind side. Best think of her
er and endeavor to cheer her up. I
as living, not
knows, but for use In the arts
For further information apply te
discern a smile on the worn faee., The deed. You will be grateful
will see what I can do. What! Would
for my adand mechanics it is the moat
O. A. Pewter General Pass. Agent, et you argue with met Go at once.
doctor watched Phil more'narrowly vice in after life."
I ineconomical and satisfactory fue
than the sunken frnme on the bed. It
Given Fowler, City Pam. Agent, al sist. Listen. She IR calling for you."
The women arrived, coarse intt kindk nowt).
wits beet that the pnroxyrim of grief ly hearted creatures.
Fcrwler-Crincbaugh & C,o's. oiler
In that poor tenement there were no
One of them
eirould
go untramtneled. The nurse, a gave the boy a packet of
seerets. A rickety staircase, crudely
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
Boeh obese- No. II
letters.
young woman unused as yet to the in.
built twined the retaining will of the
"I found 'ern under the dear lydy's
also burns without any of its
Pi 11181/W1W/1S of death, moved timIdly pillow,"
only living room on the ground floor.
she said. Neither poverty nor
offensive odor. Next time try
toward the windows rind stilJneted the (tenth robbed Mrs.
led steeply to an apartment above mut
Anson of the reIt in your chafing dish or alcocunning
to
admit
more
light.
•
culminated in an opening tnat suggestspect paid to her by all who came In
hol heater; it will be a revelalust
At
when
Phil's
strength
yielded contact with her.
ed a trapdoor. The Walls, roughly
tion to you. Ile sure to phone
to the strain of him sorrow and the
paneled, were well provided with
Ile sat down, untied a string which
very
WINSTEAD
force
of
his agony nail spent It- bound the
'S, for no other
shelves and pegs. The back door was
letters together and looked
Round trip excursion rates
(Metal.
self the
helmet over the Want. at
Paducah druggist handles it.
fastened with a latch, a 'eontrivanee
the address on the first envelope. It
from PrISIStallt SO Cincinnati,
mate forum and looked into the eyes.
rarely seen in the London of today.
bore his mother's name and a recent
Roth Phones 756,
St. Louie and Memphis, which
"It bas ended. Phil," he whispered postmark.
The front window )(raked out lute a
%SomlerIng dolefully what
air" Re follows:
11.01111Pr
"Your
is
in
heaven!"
badly paved court girt by tumbledown
correspondence she could have had
15o 3i pt. and bottle; 50 rebate
iii
beam-en!
What
n
tocsin
of
woo In during theme later month,'
stables. A smeller window at the back
that deInehmcah to Cincinnati and
for bottle.
a message of faith! The boy emidenly manded
revealed a disral yard darkened by
ouch cereful preservation, be
return ....
$11.00
tOod
25c
Hope
up.
1
was
pt. and bottle; 100 rebate
murdered within took out the letter.
lofty walls. Although little more than
Suddenly he heelhim Him leara cermet, and his Inhored
for bottle.
a stone's throw removed from the busy
tilted. Perhaps these documents alSt. honk
7.50
breathing came antler control with a
Mile End road, the pin, e Was singularluded to something which big mother
35e 2 pt. and bottle:100 rebate
mighty effort Ile stooped anti kissed did
ly quiet. It was already dead and
Memphis;
not wish hint to know. For an In7.80
for bottle.
cheeks
pale
twice.
the
only waited the coming of ineu with
Shut his Impulse was to consign the
"Ueudby.
mother,"
he
said,
slid
the
plekaxee and crowbars to sweep away
packet to the fire. Nni that might be
dull pain In his voice was so'heart- wrong.
the ruins.
lie wouid glance at their gen•
remitting that the nurse's sympathies
The boy heard his name whispered
era, poirport and then entnmIt them to
Office Richmond House.:
tosatered tier She build out crying.
matter than spoken. The sound gild
the Minton If be thought tit.
Prompt Smits in Telephone Ofiall.
Telephone WE.
Protessjonsi lostioct came to the doe.
The letter in his hand was heeded,
vanizeil him into eonecloueneem.
Seventh and Broadway.
tor's niul. Ile sharply reprimanded the
"Th. 11011, Beltham, Devon," and dated
"you will
_Jeeseeemessimmutionlme "Doctor," be said earnestly,
half hysterical woman and sent her off
,
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KIDNEY
ROBES DIAMONDS.=

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.

By Louis Tracy,

let

Great Summer Discount
Now

DRAUGHON'S iirsciMrs COLLEGES
GRAYSON

SPRINGS

AKE BREEZES

KY.

muff°

Oak Dale Hotel

STINE CM

NEW STATE HOTEL

ROGERS' LIVERWORT

HENRY KARMEN, JR.

K ILL THE COUCH

CURE THE LUNGS

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOR

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

C)lauber's Stable.

CHAFING DISH

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

Denatured

1*

!IP' 111/11.011111

Early Times
And

Jack Beam

LEE LINE('STEAMERS

not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full 'eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp--it protects you.
Is

S. H. WINSTEAD

0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

•

4isessaw'
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Harbour's
21st Friday

BAIGA1N SALE

l'HE PADUCAH 14;VENING SUN.

THURSDAY, JUNE 6.

BIG DOLLARS SAVED TOMORROW
Attractive goods at bargain prices. Take advantage of them. A special shoe sale Saturday night from 7:30 to closing time. Lot men's
$3.00 shoes at $2.25. Lot women's $2.50 oxfords at $1.90. Below is a partial list of the bargains on sale tomorrow, Friday.

FRIDAY MILLINERY
It Uhl %INS.
Dainty, airy touches for summer,
charmingly beautiful hats, many of
them worth double and Will:. of theta
three tines tomorrow, erlday's bargain price.
DRESS GOODS.
Black Voiles-42 inehoo wide,
were $1.50. Friday
50e
Black Grenatliues-40 Inches wide,
were $1.0a, Friday ......
Mixed Sultings-Light grounds,
36 inches wide, regular price 50c,
Friday
Shadow Checks-Light grounds,
38 inches wide, were Suc, Friday 49c
Checked Sultings--Light grounds-,

46 inches wide, $1.00 values, Friday
59c
BLACK TAFFETA SILK.
40 yards of Black Taffeta Silk, 36
inches wide, regular price $1.00, tomorrow, Friday,
85c
WRITE GOODS.
India Linon--32 inches wide, regular 12%e values. Friday
10c
• Linen Suiting's-36 inches wide,
the imported kind, a good 33c value,
Friday bargain price
25c
White Figured
Madras, regular
1Sc value. Friday
10c
Silk Mull, 27 inches wide, cream,
white, light blue, navy, red, green,
tan, gray and black, regular price
25c, tomorrow, Friday
15e

WOMEN'S SKIRTS.
White Linen Skirts, regular values
Friday
95c
White 'Mohair Skirts, regular $7.50
values, Friday
$5.00
Checked
Skirts-Light
ground,
regular $4.50 values, Friday . $2,50
Sicilian and Panama Skirts, mine
lar $5 values, Friday
$3.50
Chiffon, Panama and Voile Skirts.
regular $8.5.0 values, Friday ..$3.50
WOMEN'S WAISTS,
White Lawn Waists, regular $1.25
Values, Friday
89c
Regular $1.50 values, Friday $1.te0
Regular $1.75 values, Friday $1.25
Beastlier $2.00 values, Friday $1,50
Regular $2.25 valuee, Friday $1.'75

MEN'S FURNISHINGS.
Suspenders-Light and dark, regular 50c values, Friday
2,5c
Four-in-Hands - Plain
colors,
.. stripes and checks, regular 541c values, Friday
2.5c
Men's Negligee
Shirts-Pretty
silk effects, regular 75e valued, Friday
5.0c
Boys Negligee Shirts, regular 40e
and 50c values, Fraley
25c
SHOESAND OXFORDS.
Not all sizes of each kind, but all
sizes in the lot.
Children's Oxfords, regular $1.e0.
Friday
7,5e
Misses' Oxfords, regular $1.25,
Friday ..... ... ...... . . . $1 00

Women's Oxfords, regular $2.50,
Friday
$1.75
Women's Oxfords, regular $1.50,
Friday
$1.00
Women's Juliet Slippers, sites 6,
'7 and 8, regular $1.50, Friday $1.0J
GROCERY DEPARTMENT.

7 Sa lbs. Gooi Luck Coffee .. $1.00
1 lb. No. 3 Gun Powder Tea .. 38c
G bars Starr Soap and 1 box Seethe
Washing Powder
25c
4 cans Strawberries

Harbo
ONE BREATHITT
COUNTY ROMANCE

.
$1,00

20 Ms "C" Sugar

29c

liar bour's
21st Friday

BARGAIN SALE

7
4 owls Blackberries

•

29c

29e
4 cansallaspberries
2Ie tbs. Oaltfornia Peaches ... 16c
3 cans Eaglehead's Baking Powlee
der
3 cakes Crystal Soap asst. .., 22c
6 bare Harbour's Pure Glycerine
e
%cap
26c
26c
4 cans Corn
3. cans Cream Corn
27c
3 cans Kraut
a4c
Ile lb package Poetum Coffee .. 22c
liac
1 lb Fig Cakes
25c

2 pkgs. Coffee
2 pkgs. Arbuckles Coffee

35c

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY

signalized the Fifty-ninth congress.
The organization's slogan is "not
less than $50,000,000 a year for Waterway
development."
if
this
amount is appropriated It is
ably certain that the Ohio river will
oome in for a large share in its distribution.

LEG MODELS

"and yet they permit these horrid the soft variety, which is much cheap- fest the district. Of late they have
and vulgar models to be displayed er.
been exceptionally bold and ravenhi Omaha Store Widows Shock the in store windows. They are disThe production of coal in Kentuc- ous and have attacked small animals
Church Women.
graceful and imrncral, and
they ky last year showed a large increase in the barnyards. Bones have already
mast be removed."
over the amount mined the year be- been discovered in the swamp which
fore.
Omaha, Neb., June 6.-A number
are thought to be those of Mrs. Mcof women representing the church KENTUCKY PUSHING TO
Kentuck?'s neighbor, West Vir- Cart.
River Report.
sosieties of the city, requested the
FRONT AS COAL STATE ginia, produced more coal last year
In order to reach her farm from
Cairo
.30.3 1.9 rise police yesterday to compel the manthan did Illinois, thus taking second the place were she was staying Mrs.
Members ot Feudist Claus For
Salt Water and Fresh.
Chattanooga ..
8.7 0.5 fall agers of the stores to remove from
place
producing
among
coal
the
states
Washington, June 6.-Although
McCart took a abort cut across the
The geological survey has issued a Cincinnati ...... ..29.7 0.5 rise their windows the plaster-of-paris
Pennsylvania was first and Illinois
get Feud in Washington
Kentucky is noted chiefly in the popswamp and has not been seen since.
report on a most peculiar well that Evansville
22.2 1.0 rise llegs upon' which their fancy hosiery
ular mind for beautiful women, fast third. Kentucky's rank was ninth.
The farmers have organized and are
has been discovered
Hamilton Johnsonville
in
0.3 fall lis displayed. The police did nothing
horses and good whisky, another of
running down the man eating pack.
county, 0., one-half mile south of Louisville
10.5 0.4 rise and thereupon the women appealed
her products is fast assuming the im- WOLVES WITHIN TWENTY
Nine Foot Channel in Ohio River Is New Burlington. The well yields Mt. Carmel
16.7 0.6 rise to the fire and police commissioners.
MILES OF MINNEAPOLIS.
portance to which it is entitled in
Charged With Petit Larceny.
Interesting the Nati....al
fresh and salt water at the same Nashville .........10.9 0.4 rise The latter have taken
no action, but the industrial world.
time through pumps that are side by Pittsburg .
liover.....ent,
0.4 fall the women declare that they will
Charles Johnson, alias Harry John
Minneapolis,
G.
-At
June
vilthe
Reference is made to coal. Last
side. The secret of the phenomenon St. Louis
21.4 1.3 rise make a formal demand upon them to
twenty son, colored, charged with lifting a
year the Bluegrass State produced lage of Longlake, within
is found in the fact that two water- Mt. Vernon
21.7 0.8 rise have the objectionable legs removed.
nearly ten million tons of black dia- miles of Minneapolis, wolves are gold watch from the pocket of 'Forebearing beds confined between layers Paducah
0.9 rise Commissioner
Robert
Cowell
is monds, the exact figure being 9,673,- supposed to have devoured,/Mrs. Oath man Harry Bridgeman, of the glum
FRESH AND SALT WATER FOUND of limestone occur at this point, the
manager of one of the stores con- 536.
erine McCart, of this city', who went plant In Meehanicsburg, was held
upper carrying fresh water and the
Six big barges of sand are being cerning which complaint has been
police
The value of this product was $9,- to the place a short ease ago to in- over for petit larceny
in
lower, water that is almost pure filled by the sand digger here to be made.
794,823. This is considerably less spect a farm which she owns in that court, and on being presenteed be•
brine. The pipe of the fresh water towed by the American to Decatur,
"The fire and police commissioners than if the coal was anthracite like locality.
fore County Judge .R. T. Lightfoot,
Washington, June 6.-While the
pump is sixteen feet long, while that Ala., for use in government work. It are making an effort
to clean up that Pennsylvania prides herself on.
warring feud leaders of Breathitt
A heavy tamarack swamp is in the promptly sentenced to 90 days in the
of the salt water pump is 35 feet. will be Sunday or later before the Omaha," mid
one of the seamen.
Kentucky coal is bituminous, or of vicinity of Longlake and wolves in- county jail
retina-, Ky., are fighting out their
The brine being heavier than
the tow is ready to leave.
,differences in oourt, two members of
fresh water, does not mix with it,
The Wash Honshel brought the
the family are billing
and cooing but remains at the bottom of the digger of the Pittsburg Coal compahere in Washington. The bad blood
well. The peculiar phase of the mat ny back from Cairo last night where
existing between the families and
ter Is that the fresh water is of a it has been in use for a week. All the
their followers did not deter Blaine
delicious flavor and contains
not officers of the Fannie Wallace were
.Short, a relative of the Cockrell's
the slightest trace of salt.
In court this morning on the case of
and a strong anti-Hargis man, from
the missing coal boxes and the little
paying court to and
winning the
towboat conseqtiently had to be tied
HOTEL
ARRIVALS.
hand of Miss Dora South, a daughter
St. Nicholas-D. H. Meldon, Me- up.
of Mrs. Mary South, sister of Judge
The rise of 0.9 since yesterday
James Hargis now on trial at Lex- tropolls; F. S. Roberts, Tobacco
shows a slackening in the 'river and
Port;
P.
Wm.
Mierville,
ington
The
Golconda;
young
people, like
it will require more rains to keep the
Romeo and Juliet, did not allow the 7- A. Bivens, Metropolis; H. Wil- river
up now. On June 6 last year,
hams
and wife Golconda; R. E. Soltbitter &eine-sit:es of their respective
the stage was 7.6.
ODY demonstrated the great interest the women have taken in our June Sale, and we are sorry the
families to interfere with their love dere Memphis, H. Crook, NashThe Georgia bee arrived this afaffairs.
After a brief
honeymoon villa; M. Proves Nashville; J. Den- ternoon from Memphis
hide of skirts gave out so quick, but we promise to have another shipment of them in very soon and
left
and
afspent here they
will
return
to tole Louisville; G. W. Gibbs, Paris, ter a few hours' stay, for Cincinthose
were disappointed in not grtting oue today will look forward with delight to the announcement
that
Tenn.;
W. 0. Dowery, Chicago.
Breathitt county.
nati.
• Palmer-B. J. Scherer, New York;
of their arrival.
Not until today did the Saltillo arJ. M. Whitaker, St. Louis; J. 0. Hunt, rive
from the Tennessee river bound
Nine Foot Channel,
Cairo; L. D. Holland, Detroit; G. E.
We place on sale tomorrow for our second day (Friday, first floor) the finest assortment of Shirt
Pressure is being brought to bear Broom, Cincinnati; C. M. Budd, Mem- for St. Louis.
Captain
J.
B. Flasch will leave toWaists and Muslin Underwear ever grathered together under one roof ir. Paducah. We mention also a
telready upon the government to phis; T. S. Dugan, Louisville; R. A.
morrow morning for Evansville on
have congress appropriate in
the Falkner, Nashville;
L. A. McCor- business
special bargains that hold good Friday and Saturday only.
fcw
of the Marine Engineers' asnext rivers and
harbors bill an mack. Louisville; H. B. Robinson.
sociation.
amount s-uffleient to permit the con- Danville; J. S. Hobson, Central City.
It's best to shop early, for then the assortment is good and you can have better attention.
Captain Young Taylor, of the dry
struction of a nine-foot channel in
Belvedere-Bruce Corbin, Lexingdocks,
has presented the engineers'
the Ohio river, from Pittsburg to ton; N. P. Gonker, St. Louis; Rowassociation rooms with some rare picCairo. The tonnage of
Pittsburg, land Neil, St. Louis; E. F. Friedee,
THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST AND WHERE YOU
which in 1906 exceeded 12(0.00,000, Memphis; G. F. Doyle, Chicago; A. tures of old steamboats.
On the Dick Fowler this morning,
will be greatly increased by the ex- J. Ransom, Buffalo; W. B. Hallowell,
GET THE BEST FOR LESS IT'S CHEAPER STILL
the musicians of the excursion steamistence of an adequate water route St. Louis.
er Louisiana, which was laid off for a
to the gulf. In addition, the business
New
Richmond- Oscar Hooga,
month by the inspectors for efficient
of all the towns along the stream Memphis; W. Brooks,- Louisville;
fire apparatus, made music that atwill be atimulated
Kentucky, Ohio Sam McGezo, WicklIffffe; J. N. Cooptracted the crowds. The lounging
and Indian! are joining hands to er, Paris, Tenn.; Tom Haden, Rock
roasters listened enthralled.
,
force this flatter upon the attention Castle; G. V. Gray. Eddyville; Elmer
The Lyda probably will leave toof the incoming congress, and the Walls, Cincinnati; J. W. Shouse, Caimorrow for the Cumberland river afdelegations from those three Mates ro; W4 D. Kerley. Bushnell, Fla.; C.
ter a tow of ties.
likely will be very active in the next 0. Gingles, KIrksey; W. W French,
The handsome Russell Lord did not
Brook
port.
session
The national
river
and
get away for the Tennessee river unharbors congress is steadily at work
til today after ties for the Ayer-Lord
to impress upon the national legiela
Hadsum--I want a good revolver. Tie company.
tors the necessity for framing an ap- Dealer-A six-shooter? HatisumCaptain J. F. Beatty, well known
propriation bill at the coming ses- Better make it a nine-shooter. It's here as a
tie man and now with the
sion even greater than the one that for a cat next door-Ally Sleeper. 1Standard Tie company
at Nashville,
I was injured there yesterday in
a
railroad wreck..
Once ;wain it Is announced that
the Bluespot will arrive frOm the upper Ohio river. "Wolf" has been
heard so frequently in the case of
this boat that the river *men are
strictly from Missouri now.
The Charles Turner will go to the
Tennessee river after ties Monday.
The Henrietta will leave next week
In the tie business after a lay up for
several' weeks.
Engineer James St. John arrived
on the Electra yesterday and was a
glad sight to many friends.
The John Hopkins with "On Time
Bewley" in command, arrived from
Evansville this morning and returned
before dinner.
The Barth went to the Caseyville
51)c A hoe of good quality of Lawn
mines today after coal for the West
Waists, neatly embroidered, well
Kentucky Coal company,
made.
........
...........
08c For Skirts that have four rows of lace
The Savannah will leave St. Louis
with hemstitched tucks, also embroidered
tonight or Friday night for the Tenand tucked; best value ever offered,
nessee river, passing here Saturday
11 00 This is an excegtional good value,
at, eacn
or Sunday.
lace and embroidery, strictly
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Shirt Waists, Muslin Underwear and Other Big
Special Sellings for Second Day of the June Sale

T

This
Chiffon i er
$14.50

Waists 50c to $15 Each

Under Muslins

Others From
$6.50 to $65

__...50C

SOME SPECIALS

tailored..

A few dollars wisely spent for furniture makes the h luneseeping problem an easy one.
This chiffonier Is one of the convenient,'recessary articles
of furriture, and It is so reasonably priced you can well afford
it, especially if you buy It on our easy payment plan-

A DOLLAR DOWN AND A DOLLAR A WEER

T•Ji.Stufdate

•

Official Forecasts.
The Ohio. at Evansville and Mt
Vernon, will continue rising during
the next three days. At Paducah and
Cairo, will continue rising during the
next several da‘s.
The Tennessee, at Florence, will
rise slowly during the next 24 hours.
At Johnsonville, no material change
The Mississippi, from below
St
bouts to Cairo, will continue rising
during the next two days
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, will
continue rising during the neat 21
hours

-Real estate grows In value while
you are payina for it-and it grow"
A mach faster than Interest earnings.

$1.00

/1 50 A value that can't be eoualed for
the money; nice, sheer material;
lace and embroidery.. ...... ......
$1,50
S2 00 This assortment will please the most
particular person; short or long sleeves:
daintily trimmed, good quality of Cr)
lace and embroidery
•L UU

nn

12 75 This is one ot the best popular priced
waists we have; short or long sleeves
and worth 33.50 for ........_ ...

$2.15

25e French Batiste, white ground, small.
neat designs, a most popular seller,
Friday and Saturday, per yard

15C

15c Dotted Swiss for dresses, white ground,
cob ed dots; a scarce article: Friday
and Srturday, per yard............ .......
2.1c SwIsses, neat plaid effect, dainty colors,
for dressy dresses, ail good cobra,
Friday and Saturday, per
......

.15C

3.ic Wash Silks neat Checks, good colors,
suitable for children's dresses and waists,
while it lasts Friday and Saturday,
per yard .....
.....
..........

gss..etnr% #9110*
.
mas %Avant's egOe

25c

1411/1Kifi(-

98c

11.23 For Skirts, Gowns and Chemise
This line will compare with other t11 0)1
at a much higher price.............,.,..... * I s La

See window display for Skirts,
Drawers, Corset Covers

and

Gowns at 25c, 39c,49 69c, 75c,
Out department contains tie ane garments
and sets as one would wish, strictly hand
tailored garments.
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